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Gambier, Ohio

20 Pages

A vision for Keeyoe
Master Plan, approved by trustees,
could profoundly impact Gambier
n
After presenting it to the
Board of Trustees for approval
last weekend, architect Graham
Gund '63 disclosed to faculty,
staff, students and Village residents
the Master Plan for campus redevelopment The Plan, which the
Board approved unanimously,
outlines a series of potential physical changes that could occur on
campus within the next 25 years,
including relocating or demolishing
3 buildings, moving all academic
buildings to the south end of .camKen-yo-

1

pus, constructing additional housing
and academic buildings, forming a
new academic quad, changing the
location of parking lots and creating more retail space in downtown
Gambier.

The Master Plan is based on a
set of principles issued by the Board
of Trustees. The principles stated that
"Kenyon should be a walking campus, that the center of the village of

-

Staff Reporter

Buffy Hallinan a member of
the Board of Trustees, the former
chair of the Board and the chair
of the committee that selected
Georgia Nugent as Kenyon President has announced that she will
be retiring at the end of this fiscal
year. Hallinan, a 1976 graduate of
the College, distinguished herself

5f

South campus

Gambier be addressed, that all
academic facilities be located at the
academic core of the campus , that
the integrity of the community ... be
respected and that green space on
campus be preserved and created.
According to Provost Gregory
Spaid, "The trustees asked the plan-

Central campus

'

Library altered
Sunset, Wing, Walton moved

,

tl

Downtown Gambier
Kenyon Inn expanded
New gas station
New parking lot
Fan Hall partially demolished

ners to take a look at some specific

issues student housing, campus
parking, campus signage and plans
for a fine arts building, for a new
academic building and for the conversion of Bexley Hall."
Gund, Spaid, President Georgia Nugent and Board of Trustees
Chair David Horvitz all said the
see GUND, page three

North campus
Kevin Guckes

Architect Graham Gund '63 explains the model of Kenyon's campus as
it would look after implementation of the Master Plan.

in a multitude of ways throughout her tenure, including being
the first female student to sit on a
presidential search committee, the
first alumna to receive an honorary
degree from Kenyon, and the first
woman to serve as chair of the
Board of Trustees.
After graduating from Kenyon
in 1976, Hallinan maintained close
contact with the school, working for
two years in the admissions office

before joining the University of
Rochester as assistant director of
During
admissions from 1978-8these few years away from the College, Hallinan nevertheless served
as an alumni member of the Board
of Trustees, and in 1985 she was
elected to an
position on
the board.
Hallinan served on a plethora
of trustee committees and was
see HALLINAN, page three
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Kevin Guckes

hay wagon. Wagon rides were offered
Kenyon students catch a ride to class on a
decrease
student use of cars on Earth Day.
Friday
all
to
day
tween north and south campus
horse-draw-

n

Caples, Gund demolished
New, Bexley Apts. demolished
Housing in Bexley art building

Full coverage, pp.
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Board denies appeals
against FRA changes

2.

Horsepower
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Bushnell, Manning demolished
Four new residence halls
South Lot removed

Trustee Hallinan to retire
BY ALEX SIMPSON

CAMPUS MASTER PLAN

.

BY WILLOW BELDEN
News Editor

Transforming the

be-

BY CHARLOTTE NUGENT
Features Editor

However, the Board of Zoning
Appeals felt the proposed change in
reglass type was a
placement and that therefore, under
the Village's zoning ordinance, the
public was not required to be notified before the decision was made.
The change in glass type
concerned the Farmers because the
glass the College planned to use before the Feb. 17 change was fritted
glass glass covered in baked-o- n
dots of ceramic dust, or "frit", designed to reduce light emissions.
"like-for-lik- e"

The Gambier Board of Zoning Appeals on Monday denied
two separate appeals brought by
Gambier residents concerning the
construction of Kenyon's Fitness,
Recreation and Athletics facility (FRA). One appeal concerned
conflict of interest of Zoning Commission members; the other appeal
argued that property owners adjacent to the FRA were not properly
notified of an important meeting.
The appeal of Michael and
Jennifer Farmer contested the Feb.
17 decision of Gambier's Planning
and Zoning Commission to allow
Kenyon to change the type of glass
used on the exterior of the FRA.
The Farmers said that the public
was not given proper notice about
the meeting at which the decision
was made.

"The frit was an architectural
detail to control the amount of light
that was coming out of the building," Special Assistant to the President Douglas Zipp said. However,
"we found that when sunlight hit the
frit, the glass became opaque. It also
cast a number of shadows, and it
created glare inside the building,
which affected the integrity of our
see FRA, page two
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Nugent meets with Board of Trustee committees
BY TARYN MYERS

Senior Production Editor
"We had, I think, an excellent
trustee meeting," said President S.
Georgia Nugent of last weekend's
gathering of Kenyon 's Board of
Trustees. "I was really, really
pleased. I think they felt very
positive about the College, very
optimistic and excited about the
future.
"I attended six different committee meetings in addition to the
full meetings," Nugent continued,
"and my feeling was that every
one of those were substantive.
They were introducing important
new ideas. It was a really good
session, I think."
One of the committee meetings Nugent attended was that of
the IT, or Information Technology
Committee. "There is a plan, a
proposal, that has been put forward by LBIS that is looking
at various aspects of the future
of technology on the campus,"
she said, "including whether we
might have better systems for
student laptops," she explained.
Nugent called the plan "ambitious," saying, "I don't know
whether we could do it all, but
it will be a source of ongoing

study and conversation. I think
that Vice President for LBIS
Dan Temple will probably want
to create some kind of task force
involving faculty and students to
help think about the possibility of
this."
Another committee meeting
Nugent attended was the Student
Life Committee, which "focused
to some extent on the 'Food for
Thought' initiative, which everybody loves. In fact, Friday night,
the dinner for the trustees was a
local foods dinner, and they loved
it. . . . Everyone who hears about it
is excited about it."
Nugent went on to explain,
"The Student Life committee also
focused, at the request of Buffy
Hallinan, who is retiring after this
from the board, she wanted to hear
about drug and alcohol issues at
Kenyon."

Of Hallinan, Nugent said,
"My major experience with her
was the fact that she chaired the
Presidential Search Committee.
... That makes her very special to
me because I think if it had not
been for her interest and her support in that process, I wouldn't
have ended up in this wonderful
place.
"Buffy has been important to

April 21 - April 27, 2004
Apr. 21, 2:10 p.m. - Weapons
confiscated after being found in
room at Leonard Hall.
Apr. 21, 4:57 p.m. - Fire alarm at
Taft Cottages activated by burnt
popcorn.

Apr. 21, 5:57 p.m. - Medical call
regarding injured student at rugby
field. Student transported to Health
Center.
Apr. 22, 10:05 a.m. - Report of
harassment at Old Kenyon.

Apr. 22, 1:44 p.m. - Underage
possession of alcohol at Gund
Hall.

Apr. 22, 1:54 p.m. - Underage
possession of alcohol at Gund
Hall.

Apr. 22, 2:14 p.m. - Underage
possession of alcohol at Gund
Hall.

Apr. 22, 3:28 p.m. - Underage
possession of alcohol at Old
Kenyon.
Apr. 22, 5:00 p.m. - Drug paraphernalia found in room at Old
Kenyon.
Apr. 22, 11:00 p.m. - Fire in box

by New Apartments.

Fire was

extinguished.
Apr. 23, 5:33 a.m. - Medical call
regarding ill student at Gund Hall.
College physician was contacted.
Apr. 23, 7:40 p.m. - Medical call
regarding ill student outside of
Rosse Hall. Student was transported to her room.

Apr. 24, 1:04 a.m. - Underage
consumption of alcohol at
Mc-Bri-

de

Residence.
Apr. 24, 1:09 a.m. - Medical call
regarding student injured in fall;
underage consumption at Gund

Hall.

Apr. 24, 2:27 a.m. - Fire alarm
activated at Watson Hall due to
burnt food.
Apr. 24, 10:06 a.m. - Fire in trash
can at New Apartments Laundry.
Fire was extinguished.
Apr. 24, 5:33 p.m. - Report of a
missing Village juvenile. Child was
found and parents were notified.
Apr. 24, 11:27 p.m. - Fire alarm at
Hanna Hallpull station pulled. No
smoke or fire found and alarm was

fire equipment (pull station) at Norton Hall. Pull station was reset.
Apr. 26, 1:58 p.m. - Underage possession of alcohol at Hanna Hall.

Apr. 26, 12:57 p.m. Report of
evangelists on campus harassing
-.

Evangelists were advised
to stay on the north side of Wiggin
Street.
Apr. 26, 11:12 p.m. - Medical call
regarding injured student at Olin Library. Student declined further treatment and was given an ice pack.
Apr. 27, 2:10 p.m. - Medical call
regarding ill student at Gund Hall.
College physician was contacted and
students.

student was transported by squad to
the hospital.
Apr. 27, 10:16 p.m. - Knox County's
Sheriff's Office notified of vehicle
accident on Woodside Drive. No
students involved. Officer assisted
with traffic control.
-

CONTINUED from page
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Farmer also said that the
low-glass
regular
non-fritte-

E

d

to frit, and on Feb. 17 the
glass type was changed back to
low-- E

one

competition spaces."
Because of these concerns,
Kenyon decided to remove the frit
and use normal low-glass. She
said that at the original Planning
and Zoning Commission hearing
to discuss the FRA, on Nov. 20,
2002, the building planners had
assured residents that the fritted
glass would prevent unwanted
light emissions.

that Kenyon now plans to use is
essentially pane glass, such as is
used in normal houses, and could
therefore cause excessive light infiltration onto adjacent properties
and into the night sky.
"When we're dealing with
a building the size of two
Marts that's mostly glass," Farmer said, "I think ... we should be
shown how the light emissions
from the different types of glass
will vary."

the FRA using the regular Iow-glass. Some time later, Kenyon
changed the type of glass from
E

bro-

ken window at Snowden Center.
Apr. 25, 10:05 a.m. - Fire alarm at
Kenyon Inn due to clothes dryer.
Alarm was reset
Apr. 25, 9:45 p.m. - Tampering with

There was also some good
news at the meeting. "Our investments are going very well," said
Nugent. "There was an Investment Committee meeting, and
we're very pleased with the managers that we're using to invest
our funds, our endowment. The
endowment is the highest it has
ever been, which is great
not
high enough, but it has regained
the value that it lost in the market sort of crash and proceeded
higher so that's good news."
A specific facet of the

College's monetary situation
was also examined more closely,
Nugent said, "We had an outside
consultant come in and look at
our use of financial aid," she said,
"how we distribute the funds that
we have available. ... He has some
very credible suggestions on how
we' might do more with what we
have and use it more effectively.
So that was very worthwhile, I
think, to have a kind of objective,
very
outsider look
at that piece of our budget and our
college life."
well-inform-

ed

FRA: Appeals denied by board

According to Board of
Zoning Appeals Chair Thomas
Strome, however, the decision
made at the Nov. 20 meeting
was to allow Kenyon to build

.

reset
Apr. 25, 1:40 a.m. - Vandalism;

Kenyon in a much broader radius,"
she continued. "She's been on the
board more than 20 years and has
been ... instrumental in many,
many things at the College. She
served on three presidential search
committees, the first when she was
a student. She and her family gave
generously to the last campaign
and funded the Ireland chair in
music. She's just had a hand in so
much that has happened at the College that I think it was with great
regret that people saw her leave
the board."

low--

E.

Because the Feb. 17 change
was reverting to the originally-approve- d
glass, the Board of Zoning
Appeals decided it was a "like-for- like" change and that the
public did not need to be notified
of the change. The Farmers have
not announced whether they will
continue their appeal; if they do,
they must take it before the Knox
County Court of Common Pleas.
The second appeal, brought
by Village Council member Audra
Ransburg, said that the members

of the Gambier Planning and
Zoning Commission who voted
on the Feb. 17 decision to change
the exterior glass of the FRA had
conflicts of interest with the College and should not have voted.
Ransburg cited a statute of
the Ohio Ethics Advisory Commission as basis for her claim,
which reads: "No public official
or employee shall use or authorize
the use of the authority or influence of office or employment to
secure anything of value or the
promise or offer of anything of
value that is of such a character as
to manifest a substantial and improper influence upon the public

official or employee with respect
to that person's duties."
However, according to Ken-yon- 's
lawyer, Charles Walker of
the Bricker & Eckler law firm
in Columbus, the Ethics Commission is not a legally binding
code in such a case. "It's advisory, and it has no weight in case
law," he said.
Strome said that conflict of
interest was usually construed
to mean that the individual in
question stood to gain monetarily from the consequences of
the vote, and that no one on the
Commission who voted on the
Feb. 17 decision stood to gain
monetarily from changing the
exterior glass of the FRA.
Ransburg is undecided as to
whether she will pursue the appeal with the Ohio Ethics Commission or with the Knox County
Court of Common Pleas.
"If I won at the Court of
Common Pleas, I think I'd have
a chance for the decision to be
remanded back to the Planning
and Zoning Commission," she
said. "But the committee would
have to have a different makeup
to prevent the alleged conflict

of interest from happening
again."

Student Council holds private meeting
.

BY ANDY CLAUTICE

for the coming fall semester. The

Staff Reporter

budget the Council reviewed
was presented by the Business
and Finance Committee (BFC)
after its own biannual budget

Last week, a reporter from
the Collegian was denied entry
to the weekly Student Council meeting. Student Council
members said this is because the
meeting was a budget meeting,
and that Council policy dictates
that these meetings be closed to
the public.

Approximately $127,000
was allocated for the budgets
of various student organizations

meeting.
Each student organization's
budget was reviewed by Coun-

cil and, if deemed necessary,
amended before being approved.
Once approved in the meeting, each budget was made available for review by that group on
Kenyon's public drive.

Individual groups may appeal the decisions of Student
Council to the BFC or apply
for supplemental funds. Each
of these actions would lead to
a public Student Council meeting.

Student Council policy
also places meetings involving
the qualifications of individual
students, such as the upcoming

Judicial Board appointments,
behind closed doors. All other
meetings are open to the public.

Last chance to write
for News!
'ill!:
e-m- ail

collegiankenyon.edu
'1l!rry.-.lMl- .
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Gund: Master Plan envisions a new campus

CONTINUED from page one

Master Plan is simply a coherent
overall idea or vision for the future
of the campus, and that no definite
decisions have been made about
the designs of specific buildings or
about the timing of any implementation of the plan.
"A Master Plan is a conceptual
outline for future physical development, said Nugent, it is not an actual
design for a specific building or a
series of buildings. Typically, a campus Master Plan provides a general
framework, within which individual
decisions will be made over time.".
Nonetheless, in the two public

meetings held on Tuesday, Gund
presented rough floor plans and
elevations of buildings that may be
constructed. These include four new
dormitories, new academic and administrative buildings, an art building, various townhouses that would
serve as additional student housing
and an addition to the Kenyon Inn.
Gund showed photographs of some
buildings similar to what the new
buildings may look like. A model
of what the campus may look like
once the Master Plan has been
implemented fully was also available for viewing.
According to the Master Plan,
academic departments that are located north of Brooklyn Street such
as the Art Department, which is
currendy in Bexley Hall would be
moved south into new buildings.
A new academic quad would
be created behind the library, where
Sunset, Wing and Walton Houses are
currently. Due to popular demand,
these historic houses would not be
demolished, but would be relocated
to other places on campus. Bailey
House would remain in its current
location.
The new "West Quad," as
it would be called, consists of an
academic building for economics,
sociology and anthropology; an
administrative building for development services, career services,
print services, and the president's
office; and an art complex, which
would consist of classroom space,
as well as studios opening onto a
courtyard.
"The location is very good in
terms of being out of the way," Gund
said. "It's in a spot where a lot of
noise can be made."
Beneath the West Quad would
be an underground parking garage,

which would be available to fac
ulty and would replace the multiple
smaller lots currently scattered
throughout the area behind the library.

Creation of the West Quad,
Gund said, would remedy the fact
that "right now the area behind the
library is very unattractive."
However, Gund wishes to address the front of the library, as well.
"Olin now sticks out quite far into
the campus," he said. Moreover, "the
library is an unwelcoming building."
The Master Plan therefore proposes
that Olin be demolished and that a

new front portion be added onto
Chalmers. The new facade would
be "behind the steps of Rosse, so
you get a much larger greenspace."
Gund showed pictures of the
library at the University of New
Hampshire in Durham as an example of what the new section of the
library might look like. The UNH
library features large windows and
big open reading rooms, rather than
the kind of "nooks" characteristic
of Olin. According to Gund, such
a library would "really enforce the
humanities on campus."
Although it would not be demolished or moved, Ascension Hall
would undergo renovations, which
would include larger offices, more
classrooms and the elevators
After being emptied of the Art
Department, Bexley Hall would
become a dormitory with three or
four bedroom suites, perhaps for
special-interehousing. Colburn
Hall connected to Bexley would
n
library," a
have a
kitchen and a game room.
Bexley is by no means the only
change in student housing, however.
Two new dormitories similar in size
st

"multi-functio-

to Hanna and Leonard would replace

Bushnell and Manning, and another
two dorms would be erected south
of Old Kenyon.
According to Gund,
of Kenyon students currently live on
the north end of campus.
"We're looking for ways to
move more housing into the center
of town and into the historic center
of campus," he said.
To make this happen, Caples
Residence, Gund Residence, the
Acland Apartments, the "Pizza
Huts," the Bexley Apartments
and the New Apartments would
be demolished. Lewis and Norton
would each receive an extra story
two-thir-

ds

to help make up for the loss of these
buildings, and extensive additional

student housing would be created
in the center of Gambier. The new
student housing in Gambier would
be in the form of townhouses, with
three-stor-

y,

four-perso-

n

apartment-styl-

e

units consisting of single bed-

rooms, kitchens and diningliving
rooms.

The main reasons Gund gave
for wanting to move student housing closer to the academic core, and
to compress the campus in general,
were to make Kenyon more of a
walking campus and to create additional green space.
"Right now, we find that students do a lot of driving," Gund
said. "Once you start driving on
campus, you start having to have
two spaces for each car. . . . Taking
away the Bexley Apartments and the
New Apartments, you have all the
housing quite close by," which, he
said, will decrease the amount that
students drive.
To further discourage students
from driving on campus, the Master
Plan calls for changes in parking lots
that would put students' cars farther
from the dorms. South Lot, as well
as many of the smaller lots on campus (including those behind the
library and those behind Lewis and
Norton) would be eliminated. In
their stead, a large parking lot would
be constructed in the wooded ravine
behind Ward Street

The number of student parking spaces would decrease by
36, although the number of staff
spaces would increase. Spaid said
a decrease in the number of student
spaces would not be a problem because the College plans to decrease
enrollment from, 1580, to 1520.
In addition to changes in
student housing, parking and
academic buildings, downtown
Gambier would see a variety of
new features. New faculty housing
would be created; an addition to the
Kenyon Inn, consisting of restaurant
space downstairs and a banquet
hall upstairs, would be constructed;
Farr Hall would undergo extensive
changes, including partial demolition; additional retail space woulf
be made available; a new gas station would replace the old one; and
a number of businesses, such as the
Gambier Grill, the Village Market
and the fire department, would
change location.

"The idea is to get most
businesses fronting on the main
street."
Spaid clarified that buildings
not owned by Kenyon such as the
former Village Inn and the Weather
Vane have not been changed in the
Master Plan.
Despite the intricacy of the
plans Gund displayed this week,
Horvitz said they "have been shown
as examples of what can be done.
None of the proposals are fixed.
It has not even been decided who is
going to do the final design of these
buildings."
According to Spaid, numerous
meetings were held over the past
year to facilitate discussion and
interaction between the planners
and students, faculty, staff, administrators, merchants in town, Village
residents, Village Council and the
Village Zoning Commission.
"Through the process, the planners learned a lot about the Village
and about the College and listened
very carefully," Spaid said.
Horvitz agreed, saying, "I think
the plan as presented and approved
reflects the best interests of the College and the community."

During question-and-answsessions at the end of the public
meetings on Tuesday, however,
various students, staff and Village
residents raised questions about different aspects of the Master Plan.
The most common questions
had to do with the protection of
green space and parking. A number
of people voiced concerns about the
new parking lot that would be constructed in the ravine behind Ward
er

Street.

"In the last 50 years, we've all
seen that the lovely old grand cities
of the United States... have been
turned into alienating landscdapes
of parking lots, malls and highways," said Associate Professor of
Philosophy Juan DePascuale. "The
beauty of Gambier and Kenyon is
the fact that we are a rural, wooded
environment. ... Why do we want
to introduce a massive 280-cparking lot in one of our loveliest
little forests? Why do we want to
pour asphalt in the valley? Why
do we want to replace trees with
lamp posts and a lovely creek with
a drainage ditch? Why capitulate to
the automobile?"
Gund said the number of cars
on campus should not increase, and
ar

that he "would try to keep trees,"
saying that the parking lot would be
"quite open," at least 150 feet from
any house and would be much less
visible than the current parking lots
on campus. Furthermore, he said that
overall green space would actually
increase, since existing lots will be
removed and the campus will be

condensed.
One Village resident replied,
"The cars may be more hidden
from the College and the Village,
but they're not more hidden from
the people who live around them."
Another resident questioned
why more underground parking
was not in the plan, to which Gund
responded "It's a question of cost."
P.F. Kluge
expressed concern about the cost of
the Master Plan in general. "I think
of this as a place of scholarship
and of learning, and not of appearances," he said. "I wonder about the
cost of this over the years. ... I am
concerned that it might be troublesome for us to use money that we
have on all of this, and even more
Writer-in-Residen- ce

possibly fatal to use
troublesome
money that we don't have on this."

Horvitz said he agrees that
"Kenyon has a lot of needs that are
. . . We have a
not building-relateserious need for endowment, for fid.

nancial aid money, for faculty devel-

opment and support. . . . Part of our
mission as a board is to balance that
with our physical needs. The Master Plan addresses the physical needs
of the College. It wasn't intended to
address the College's other needs."
Horvitz said that discussions about
prioritization of projects will have to
happen in order to use the College's
resources as well as possible.
Other questions raised primarily
by students had to do with the nature
of housing in different parts of campus. Several students remarked that
liying on the north end of campus
can be very desirable, especially for
students who wish to distance themselves the party scene characteristic
of South Campus. They questioned
the benefits of eliminating housing
on the north end.
Student Council President Tom
Susman '04 said, living north "is
not inconsistent with the idea of
a walking campus. Just because
somebody lives in the 'New Apartments doesn't mean that they can't
walk to the south end to go to
class."

Hallinan: Kenyon remembers 'unequaled legacy'
CONTINUED from page

one

chair of the committees of dmis-sion- s
and Financial Aid, Executive and Student Affairs during
her tenure. She served on three
presidential search Committes,
helping to elect Presidents Phillip
Jordan, Robert Oden and Nugent,
and acted as committee chair on
the latter two.
In addition to her duties
with the Board of Trustees, Halg
linan has been a
participant in Kenyon's alumni
admissions and career-counslong-servin-

el

ing affairs, efforts for which she
was awarded the Gregg Cup,
Kenyon's highest honor for an
alumni volunteer in 1996.

opinions.

"All of this, over 25 continuous years of service on this,"
"adds up to a Kenyon legacy
unequaled in our history," said
current Board of Trustees David Horvitz. Horvitz said Hallinan was "clearly a leader. ...
I noticed it instantly. At each
and every meeting she would
nicely but firmly express her

an alumna" and to have served
Kenyon for so long.
Hallinan's resignation is the
result of several factors. "At this
particular moment in my life, I
am choosing to make a number
of changes in what I do," adding
that she has found "an interest
in trying to be of service in new
ways."
Hallinan said the highs of

well-thought-o-

ut,

well-form-

ed

Hallinan's legacy is only
equaled by her humility. She
feels "perpetually honored to be

her tenure were the presidential
search committees, and she said
she forsees similar success for
her those who succeed her. The
Board of Trustees is "always a
smart and thoughtful group who
loves Kenyon."
Despite the fact that she is
retiring, Hallinan intends to stay
close to her alma mater, a notion cemented by her election as
trustee emerita. This title allows
her to participate in the Kenyon

community without having
specific responsibilities to the

Board or any committees.
Halllinan's service for Kenyon, much of which was done
out of the eye of students, has

greatly influenced Kenyon's
development over the past three
decades.
As Tom Edwards, former
Dean of Students, highlighted
during his speech at the bestowal of Hallinan's 1991 honorary
degree,. Hallinan's "ability to
enthuse both colleagues and prospective students about Kenyon's
virtues are legendary."
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Kenyon's new Master Plan for campus redevelopment,
released Tuesday by architect Graham Gund '63, proposes
numerous alterations to the Kenyon campus and the Village
of Gambier. While not even Gund was able to say specifically how many changes would occur if the College adopted
all the recommendations in the Plan, 40 proposed projects
are particularly notable. In the following pages, the Colle-

Kenyon's campus today (right) and as proposed under the Master Plan (below).
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Apartments demolished.
Art Barn converted to a new use, with

1) Acland

11)

2)

12)

studio space moved to arts quadrangle.
3) Arts Quadrangle built behind library,
consisting of two art buildings, an academic
building and an administration building.
4) Ascension Hall renovated inside, with
elevators for handicap accessibility.
5) Bexley Art Building converted into student
housing.
6) Bexley Place Apartments demolished.
7) Bushnell Residence demolished.
8) Caples Residence demolished.
9) Career Development Center converted
to a private residence. The CDC moved to
downtown Gambier.
10) College development offices moved
from downtown Gambier to new administration building in arts quadrangle.

Craft Center converted
Dean's House moved

to a new use.
a short distance on

same lot.
13) Farr Hall renovated, with most demolished
but Bookstore remaining.
14) Fire station moved to a new location.
15) Four dormitories built surrounding Old
Kenyon.
16) Gas station renovated or replaced with a new
gas station.
17) Gund Residence demolished.
18) Hillel House demolished. Hillel program
moved to Davis House.
19) Kenyon Inn expanded, with a new restaurant, banquet facilities and an entrance from
Chase Avenue.
20) Kenyon Review offices moved from Walton
House to above retail store in downtown

,

.

gian examines these changes, as well as the responses from
College and Village community members to the Plan.

21) Library: Olin portion demolished and replaced
by a new building leading into Chalmers Library,
new portion set farther back from Middle Path and
with more windows.
22) Manning Residence demolished.
23) New Apartments demolished.
24) North parking lot built in the ravine north of
Brooklyn Street, behind Ward Street.
25) Old Bank Building either replaced or converted
into a grocery store.
26) Palme House renovated.
27) Parking lot built at site of current maintenance
facilities south of campus.
28) Print shop demolished and moved into new
arts quad.
29) Private houses next to the FRA complex
moved elsewhere in the Village.
30) Ransom Hall renovated to house only Admis- -'
sions.

'

,

31) Restaurant built at corner of Gaskin
Avenue and Brooklyn Street.
32) Retail stores built on Gaskin Avenue and
a corner of Chase Avenue and Scott Lane.
33) South Lot removed.
34) Student apartments built throughout

downtown Gambier east of Gaskin

Av-

enue.
35) Student apartments built throughout
downtown Gambier along Ward Street.
36) Sunset Cottage moved from its current
location to a position behind Palme House.
37) Visiting faculty housing built along
Scott Lane in downtown Gambier.
38) Walton House moved south of Edelstein
House, in front of the Horn Gallery.
39) Wilson Apartments demolished.
40) Wing House moved north of Palme
House on Ward Street.
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Gambier responds

Village residents concerned by parking proposal
BY MIKE LUDDERS

Editorial Assistant

Reactions to the Campus Master Plan,
unveiled Tuesday, have been mixed across
the Gambier community. Residents generally praise chief architect Graham Gund's
innovative designs, while showing concern,
and in some cases outright anger, at the possible ecological impacts of the plan.
Marilyn Stokes, a resident of North
Acland street, said, "I like the plan overall,
I particularly like the west campus because
I understand that that college needs these
buildings for administration and athletics." Stokes, the Volunteer Coordinator at
the Brown Family Environmental Center,
also expressed a characteristic criticism of
the proposed car lot to be built in the now
undevelopedravine behind Ward street, saying '"I'm nowhere near that 280-ca- r
parking
lot, but I'm very distressed by it, because of
the mature woods there that are being built
there, I'm very disturbed by that."
Associate Professor of Philosophy Juan
DePascuale showed support for this sentiment, saying "Right now the proposed lot
site is a gorgeous valley, it has mature
woods and a natural creek that goes down
the center of it ... It seems senseless to me to
defile that valley . . . with a gigantic, massive
parking lot."
At both presentations given by Graham Gund Architects, residents and college
personnel seemed united in their criticism
of this particular lot. Residents were quick
to propose alternative parking solutions,
including Stokes' suggestion that the College should "expand the remote lot that
they have by the observatory" rather than
add new lots. DePascuale put forward that
new asphault could be laid "where the space
where the Ernst Center is. Then you would
have more space available for people using
the recreation center, more space for people
using the stadium and also for the Bolton

theater."
Gund said that construction of the proposed lot would coincide with the removal
of the current South Lot and many small
lots thoroughout Gambier, increasing overall green space in the village.
Speaking to the Collegian after the presentation, Gund also said that "We would try
to keep most of the trees . . . the parking lot
would be quite open. And you can see that it
is quite a distance from any of the residents.
It's 150 feet from any house."
Beyond concerns about the new parking
plan, residents appeared to be enthusiastic
about the Master Plan and praised Gund's
ideas for renovating downtown Gambier and
adding a student housing district to the west
side of town.
"I particularly like the west campus,"
said Stokes, "because I understand that College needs these buildings for administration
and athletics ... I really like the concentration
of the student apartments as well."Resident
Nancy Ingling expressed a general sense of
satisfaction with the proposed downtown
renovations, saying that "I'm really overwhelmed by it, because I wasn't expecting
it to be so extensive . . . Graham Gund has
an excellent sense of taste, so anything he
builds will undoubtedly be attractive."
Ingling and others were quick to point
out that they also had aspects of the down

town plan they "hesitate about." Observing
how closely-place- d
are the young faculty
and student housing blocks proposed for
downtown, a current resident of Ward Street
said, "The residents along Ward street will
probably be very unhappy with all of the
light and noise" that may result from the new
construction and use of the structures.
During both Master Plan presentations,
residents and College personnel frequently
enquired as to the 'priorities' of the Master
Plan, specifically which projects are the most
certain to be pursued, and in. which areas
construction would begin first. Particular
attention was given to what Professor of
American Studies Peter Rutkoff called a
"lack of conference space" and limited
facilities for the Student Affairs Center and
related staff.
Concerning all of these matters, Gund
said that neither the final form of any proposal, nor the priority given to any group of
proposals has been decided yet.
"No engineers have come in and
looked" said Kenyon Vice President for
Finance Joseph Nelson. "This is a concept
stage only, these are ideas and visions."
All involved parties were quick to point
out to residents that each project would be
business. In the
reviewed
eviewed on a
case-by-ca-

se

mean time, more hearings and presentations,
both public and private, are in the works.
On the whole, both Gambier residents
'
and College personnel show active interest in
the Master Plan and satisfaction that Gund is
taking care to hear their concerns in person.
Said DePascuale, "What people say about

Graham Gund is that he's quite responsive
to general opinions. He's mostly stayed true
to that."
"I think that when there are some things
that almost everyone here was agreeing on,
there's a great likelihood that Gund will be
influenced by that."
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Kevin Guckes

Graham Gund '63 presents Kenyon's Master Plan, the culmination of a planning process
conducted by Graham Gund Architects and commissioned by the College Board of Trust
ees.

Student opinions mixed on campus Master Plan
BY MARA ALPERIN

Staff Reporter

Student opinion appears to be divided on the Kenyon Master Plan for
campus redevelopment.
"Gund's plan makes significant

strides towards identifying critical
campus needs and possible solutions to
address those needs," said Tom Susman
'04. Susman described Gund's overall
vision as "impressive and ambitious".
"I am especially interested in Gund's
suggestions for reinvigorating business
in the town center and the addition of a
new academic quad behind the library

without destroying our cherished

aca-

demic houses," Susman continued.
Gund's plan includes the addition
of several retail shops, such as another
floor to the bookstore, and a grocery store
located next to the Post Office.
Many students commented that Kenyon does, indeed, need a new plan for
its future.
"The College seems to have used
approach to new facilities
a "band-aid- "
over the last few decades, resulting in
the current, architecturally incoherent
sprawl of campus," said Peter Barker-Huelster

'04. "As

Kenyon-

-

prepares to

make future changes, working within a
plan will help maintain and even increase
the sense of place we have here."
Gund also stressed the fact that the
plan was intended to preserve "key green
spaces", such as in front of Peirce, while
redesigning some of the areas. According
to Gund, this change would be environmentally beneficial for the college. Many
students said that this was one of the
positive aspects to his plan.
"I love all the lawns and the long
campus," said Becca Allison, '04.

Other than preserving "green spaces",
some students commented about other
factors that would effect the environment
in Gambier.
"I am deeply concerned that the
efforts of many students in support of
more environmentally friendly building
practices, and buildings that are designed
to conserve energy, water and minimize

ing, and a few people who did poorly
in the lottery," said the junior. "Do we
really want to relegate all the freshmen
as well?"
to
this view. "Part of
shared
Leitner
college is learning to live with others,
and while I agree that more singles are
in demand, most of the living facilities
that Mr. Gund proposed were a single
waste, are being ignored," said Jesse room with some sort of shared space. In
Lasky '04. "I believe Kenyon should be addition to not being conducive to coma leader in conservation movements."
munity building, it is also expensive for
Lasky was not the only one to raise those who may not be able to afford a
concerns. Some students appreciated single."
Sophomore Noni Clemens voiced
parts of his Plan, but were less happy of
others.
her opinion about the prospect of even"I think that there is a lot to be said tually tearing down residence halls such
as Gund and Capels. "'There are some
for the Master Plan," said Shannon Leit-n'05. Leitner pointed out some of the problems with some of the older dorms,"
positive attributes to Gund's plan, such as said Clemens. "But they should be renothe underground parking garage and the vated, not destroyed and rebuilt."
Overall, many students seemed conextra space for Admissions.
"However, the Campus seems to be tent to accept Gund's contingent vision
pulling out, away from Middle Path, and for the time.
I don't think I like this... Middle Path is
"It would be foolish to pretend that
Kenyon doesn't need new facilities or
the heart of campus," said Leitner.
It seemed like student's distress were that none will be built," said Barker-Huelste- r.
primarily over Gund's course of direcOther students had more radical
tion for the new housing, which would be
beliefs. "I'm not an advocate of what
located on South campus.
"I'm also concerned with the plan to he's proposing, but it worked pretty
put housing right in the center of town. well in the past," said Geoff Nelson '05,
While it's a good idea on paper, looking who notes that Gund's design of Mount
at what our dorms look like now, I'm hot Holyoke in the 1980s worked out "desure that'd I want the living spaces to be cently."
.
While there will certainly be some
the first thing that people see when they get
dispute, Provost Gregory Spaid assured
into Gambier," said Jonathan Stout '06.
the audience that Gund's heart is in the
A junior who wished to remain anonymous pointed out that this was not just an right place.
"Gund has a great love and commitaesthetical problem.
for Kenyon," he said. "I know there
isolates
ment
"I feel that the master plan
a
housing
lot
are
of people who care deeply about
campus
north campus; north
would consist of freshmen, upperclass Kenyon College. The Plan has a lot of
passion put into it."
Wellness and other special interest hous
er

--

near-isolati-
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South campus
Plan includes new dorms
By JAY

HELMER, Managing Editor

On the south end of campus, the Master Plan calls for changes in several different areas: residential, academic and athletic. The plans for south campus residential halls include
the elimination of Manning and Bushnell in order to construct a
quad in the
four-buildi-

v

4.

Above: A proposed blueprint for the residential end of south campus, including the demolition of Manning and Bushnell residence halls and the construction of four new residence

ng

area between Old Kenyon and the Taft Cottages. These residence halls would primarily be
units with bathrooms in each unit. Dean of Residential Life George
composed of suite-styl- e
Barbuto called the Plan "a wonderful opportunity. " In discussing the prospective buildings,
Barbuto said, "The need and wants of students are a lot different than when a lot of Kenyon's
buildings were made."
The Master Plan describes a possible renovation of one of Kenyon's oldest academic
buildings, Ascension hall. The Plans suggests making the building more handicapped accessible, as well as increasing the size of classrooms. If the Master Plan suggestions are carried
out, one of the departments currently housed in Ascension, the Department of Economics, will
move into a new building with the Anthropology and Sociology Departments. Himmelright
Associate Professor of Economics and Department Chair Kathy Krynski said, "We would
also be happy to move into a brand new building that offered new offices and classrooms
and the opportunity to be physically closer to other social scientists."
The Master Plan also discussed renovations to the areas surrounding the Fitness, Recreation and Athletic facility, which is currently under construction. The plan recommends
that the College purchase the houses across the street from the FRA on Meadow Lane. The
Plan also examined the paths leading down to the FRA. It has been determined that stairs
should be added on the parts of the path where the hill is steepest
The Plan also addressed the recommendation that maintenance facilities be moved. At
the completion of the FRA project, maintenance facilities would be moved into the current
temporary athletic facility, and the buildings that currently house the Maintenance Department would be demolished in favor of a new
parking lot that would be known as
the new south lot. The current South Lot would be transformed into a green space.
175-spa-

ce

halls.
as it appears today. Under the first phase of the Master Plan, this
building and Bushnell Hall would be converted to single rooms, as originally intended.

Right Manning Hall

.
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Bottom right: A proposed blueprint for one of the four new dormitories that would occupy the current location of Manning and Bushnell Halls. Another proposed plan includes
suites in lieu of dormitory style rooms.
Below: Bushnell Hall as it appears today. Under the third phase of the Master Plan, this
building and Manning Hall would be demolished in order to make way for two additional
dormitories.
All photographs
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This week's Master Plan coverage has been produced by the folloni
Mara Alpcrin, Staff Reporter
Willow Beldeh, New Editor
Kevin Giicke, PhotoEditor
JaylHmer, Managing Editor
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Library would be changed
By

JAMES LEWIS, Senior News Editor

The newly approved Master Plan for the campus development calls for drastic changes to the
central portion of campus, including a reconstruction of Olin Library and the construction of a new
arts quadrangle behind the library. The Plan also calls for several academic houses to be moved from
their present location to make room for an academic quadrangle.
The biggest change called for in the Master Plan for the central portion of campus is for the Olin
portion of the Olin and Chalmers library to be torn down, thereby allowing the library to be set farther
back from Middle Path. Graham Gund '63, the plan's designer, cited the present inefficiency of the
library's circulation process and unwieldy handicapped access as reasons for the changes.
Dan Temple, the vice president for Library and Information Services, commented that the Plan
for the changes to the library was not specific and that "a lot of work will have to be done if and when
it comes time to do this project" He agreed with Gund that the circulation desk was not well placed,
saying that the "entrance to the library should not be up those stairs to the atrium. The entrance to the
library should be where you walk into the atrium."
Temple had anticipated the need for changes to the library, saying he had been thinking about
potential changes since he had arrived at the College seven years ago. He had formulated a plan to
remodel Olin almost five years ago, which eventually had to be shelved because of cost concerns.
The art gallery that is presently in the basement of the library would be relocated to the back of
the library, where it would be placed in a building which would hold an art history gallery and museum
and as part of a new arts quadrangle. The quadrangle would include a new academic building in which
several academic departments would have their offices, a new fine arts building, a new art gallery and
museum and a new admiriistrative building. To make room for the quadrangle, Sunset Cottage, Bailey
House and Walton House would be moved to new locations.
The Office of the President would be moved from its present location to the new administrative
building. Admissions would expand its present operations to the second floor of Ransom Hall, which
is currently occupied by the provost and the president Director of Admissions Beverly Morse said
that the Admissions Department was "craving to have more space here." She also noted that, with the
number of applications greatly increasing, her office was "absolutely bursting at the seams."

Above: A proposed blueprint for central campus, including the construction of a new academic quadrangle consisting of a new administrative building, new academic building and
new buildings for studio art and an history.
Left: Olin Library, which was added to the existing Chalmers Library in the early 1990s,
would be replaced with a three-stor- y
structure with additional windows to allow in light.
Bottom left: A proposed drawing of a courtyard performance space, which may be placed
between two new fine arts buildings.
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Below: Sunset Cottage, home of the English Department, would be moved next to Palme
House in the Master Plan, in order to make way for the new academic quadrangle.
All photographs
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Village reconfigured
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Many people would be affected by the proposed changes on the Kenyon campus over the next 25
years, not least of all the inhabitants and workers in the Village proper. One of the central residents of
the village is Donald Omahan, Dean of Students, who lives at the comer of Ward and Wiggin Streets.
His house, called the Clifton House, after its nineteenth century owners, is located near a proposed area
for visiting faculty and student apartments. For Omahan, the Master Plan is "an exciting and creative
vision" that "presents a wonderful blending of retail, residential, office, and student use space in the
central village area"
"Speaking personally, as one of the few persons who actually lives on a permanent basis in the
'town center' spaces discussed yesterday, I would look forward to my new faculty and student neighbors
should the plan be implemented as presented," said Dean of Students Donald Omahan.
Another employee of the College who would be greatly affected by the Master Plan if it was carried out is Stew Peckham, the Director of the Career Development Center. The CDC office, currently
at the far north of the campus,would be moved to a central downtown locatioa Peckham noted, "The
rest of the CDC staff and I often hear from students about our current location, typically with some
variation of, 'I've been meaning to get up to your office, but you're so out of the way.'"
Another Kenyon employee, Ernie Linger, the Operations Manager for the Kenyon Inn, would
also see major changes with the implementation of the current Master Plan. Concerning the additions
to the Inn he commented that "the expansion of the Inn has been needed for years." He also thinks
that it will be good for the larger number of retail establishments to have students in the center of town.
Although he is fully supportive of the Master Plan, he has qualms about the large parking lot proposed
for the north end of campus off Brooklyn Street
Bill, who declined to give a last name, is the owner of the gas station on Brooklyn Street He was
the most critical of the Master Plan, of all those interviewed. The business belongs to him, but Kenyon
owns the land. Because of the lack of iriformation he has received, he is wcmed about rumors that he
has heard. "I've heard that they'll keep the station but get rid of me."
While Bill definitely agrees that something needs to be done about campus parking, he does not
support the proposed addition of a parking lot off Brooklyn Street
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LEWIS, Staff Reporter

i

Above: A proposed blueprint for downtown Gambier, including the addition of student
and junior faculty housing, the demolition of the majority of Farr Hall and the conversion
of the Black Box Theater into a grocery store.
Right: The Hillel House as it appears today. Under the Master Plan, this building would
be demolished and its function transferred to Davis House, which currently houses the
Anthropology Department.
Bottom right Farr Hall in its current condition. The Master Plan proposes that only the
Bookstore portion of this building remain standing, with a reconfiguration of the remaining space.
Below: Printing and Mail Services, shown here, would be demolished in order to accommodate student or faculty housing. These departments would be housed in a new administrative building to the west of the library.
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North campus
Bexley among changes
By BRYAN STOKES

II, Editorial Assistant

Perhaps the most significant alterations to campus under the proposed Master Plan would
occur on the north side of the College. The demolition of four residence spaces Gund Residence
is proposed
Hall, Caples Residence, the New Apartments and the Bexley Place Apartments
under the Plan.
Billy Callis '04, a residential advisor in Gund, will miss the communal space offered. "From
my experience, I believe Gund is the most conducive to hall and building unity," he said. "It's
symmetrical, with ample, comfortable, centrally located lounge space. Residents, and often RAs,
seem to naturally congregate and converse in the lounges."
Although Bexley Community Advisor Matt Schefft '04 approves of the decision to remove
the current Bexley and New Apartment buildings, he wishes that housing options would remain
north. "While I understand Mr. Gund's desire to move as much of the campus south as he can,
I believe it is important to keep the Bexley apartment area as a residential space," said Schefft.
Bexley Hall, which currently serves as an art building, in addition to the Art Bam and Craft Center
are slated to be transformed to new purposes with the construction of an arts complex to the west
of the library. Bexley would have a residential purpose, with suites housing 28 students. Colbum
Hall, an annex of Bexley, would contain multipurpose and seminar spaces.
"The Art Department is thrilled to consider a new building on the south end of campus," said
Professor and Chair of Studio Art Claudia Esslinger. "It will mean our students no longer arrive late
to class, can easily bring others to see their work and interact with people in other disciplines in the
best tradition of the liberal arts."
Snowden Multicultural Center, which is currently west of Bexley Hall, would be converted into
single family housing. The functions of Snowden would be transferred toTreleaven House. Revantha
Rodriguez '06, one of the two house managers of Snowden, dislikes the changes. "I feel Snowden's
current location is perfect," said Rodriguez. "Having it next to Hillel would lose the effect of a safe zone.
It would rather make it extremely an official place taking away the warmth and welcoming nature Above: A proposed blueprint for north campus, which would include the removal of Gund
to people who need a safe zone"
Residence Hall, Caples Residence, New Apartments and Bexley Place Apartments.
Residence Hall, one of three residences on the freshman quadrangle, would be
demolished in order to Create additional green space. An additional level would be added
to both Lewis and Norton Halls in order to accomodate the same number of freshmen.

Left Gund
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Bottom left: A proposed blueprint, shown during the Master Plan presentation, shows the
allocation of space for residences and multipurpose spaces in Bexley and Colburn Halls.
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Below: Caples Residence, the tallest building in Knox County, in its current condition.
The Master Plan calls for the removal of Caples in order to create additional green space.
by Kevin Guckes
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Senior Class President

Sophomore Class Rep. to Council
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Amanda Carpenter
As seniors, we will look

to-

ward comps, Fandango, Senior

Alexandra Whitaker

Along with planning Senior Week, working on Com-

Serving on Student Council
this year as ourjunior class representative gave me the experience
to lead our class effectively, and
it gave me the encouragement to

mencement and handling
class finances, the Senior

Week, our final class dinner . . .
all things leading up to our graduation and becoming alumni. In
making myself available to suggestions from the class and with a
smile and firm dedication, I'd like
to bring our ideas to fruition.
I served last year as sophomore class president and this year
as a member of the Junior Class
Committee. Holding a seat on
Student Council has enabled me
to gain experience in representing the class of 2005. As we have
had three years of experience at
Kenyon, our views and ideas on
topics such as division housing
and judicial procedures are very
important to Kenyon 's future.

r-

Kelly Smallwood

class president must also work
closely with College administrators, make arrangements

for a Baccalaureate speaker
and attend Student Council
meetings.
As an extremely
organized and committed student with extensive
Jue
experience as a
nior Class Committee member, intern at the SAC and
of the Light up the Night
Carnival, I believe that I am a
solid candidate for this position. I urge you to elect me for
senior class president.
detail-oriente-

d,

full-tim-

co-cha-

ir

Kristin Kvernland

run for senior class president.
While on Student Council this
year I was involved in passing
and supporting proposals that, I
believe, were in the best interests
of our class.
When some of you addressed
your concerns to me personally
this year, I brought
or by
it up in Student Council and did
the best I could to satisfy your
needs.
I believe I have been a
e-m- ail

good class representative, and
I believe I can be a good senior
class president.

Sophomore Class President

p

I

-

I

must admit that initially
thrilled by Kenyon.

I was not

Faced with this dilemma,
I made various attempts to
assuage my Kenyon qualms
with my advisor, deans and
teachers. Yet the most valued
and proactive way in which I
began to understand how to
fix some of these problems
I was encountering was by

joining United Students
Against Sweatshops.
Despite my initial disillusionment with the school,
I feel that the people and
the history of Kenyon have
caused me to see its great
potential as an institution.
I have talked to many students and have found that
many of us have similar

II

k

Andrea Dres
During high school, I
served as vice president of
my class of 900 students for
three consecutive years and
maintained a leadership position on the student council
executive board. With this
experience, I will be able to
utilize my leadership abilities
to guide our class towards an

enriched positive direction.
My enthusiasm, eagerness and
undying devotion and passion
for Kenyon will help the Class
of 2007 to thrive.
My passionate writing and
speaking skills will help me
to better communicate with
the Student Council on your
behalf. With my leadership, I
am confident our class will be
on its way to a nourishing next
three years.

"v;

1

1

Joshua Flood
As a candidate for the

office of sophomore class
president, I would like it to be
known that my priorities consist of any issues that affect my
fellow classmates. Some of
the major issues with which I
am concerned are parking conditions, the quality of food in
our dining halls and the draftd
social
ing of
events that are pleasing to the
sophomore class.
Rather than acting on my
own accord, I plan on making
decisions that are representative of my peers' wishes. Iam
a qualified candidate based on
my beliefs, morals and charschool-sanctione-

acter, and I would greatly
appreciate your support in
electing me sophomore class
president.

Lauren Zenner

V

1

sophomore rep to

As

Student Council, I feel my
input will be knowledgeable
and heartfelt. I am excited
to work with the sophomore
class president and look forward to finding some sort of
identity for our class, be it
through initiating new traditions (i.e., an annual rubber-duck- y
derby each spring on
the Kokosing), continuing old
and Halones (class
t-sh-

irts

loween bonfires) or acting
on behalf of your ideas and
input.
We have a

class,
of smart, creative,
461-stron-

j

Working with the

Mill

y.miMM

Are you a
video game junkie,
a movie buff,
or a music lover?

,

Nelie Zanca
First-Ye-

ar

Council this year has
really given me an idea of
what to expect out of student
government here at Kenyon.
I feel
like we were
able to begin some strong

Sahadeo Ramharrack
Candidate declined to post
a statement.

Then you need to get down
to GamcSapc, where rhey
have over 5.000 different new
and used titles to choose from
along with great prices.
Video Games Starting at .99
Movies Starting at .99
and Musk Starting at .99$

.

projects for the school
and for the class of 2007
this year, and I would love
the opportunity to con-

And if its not on the shelves
they can order it for you, even
those hard to find games,
movies, or music cd's.

tinue my work for our class.
I

have many ideas for

next year, and I am always
open to new suggestions from
my classmates.
I
have the dedication necessary to work
to make the most of our
class's time here at Kenyon.

g,

and energetic people, and I
would be honored to effectively represent such talent.

but need a medium of leadership to emerge in order to
address them.

J
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concerns about Kenyon,
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Kenyon Decides: Round Two
Junior Class
Rep to Student
Council

Junior Class

Sophomore Class Rep. to Senate

Rep. to Campus
Senate

Chair, Security
and Safety

f

Committee

s

Norman Kaufmann

Allegra Ouroussoff

My priorities are fairly simple:
to the Campus Senate,
I will continue to always represent
the Class of '07 's best interests.
This past academic year, I tried to
accomplish a lot within the Senate.
I voted to remove the ban on drinking games; I voted in favor of co-e- d
housing; and I voted for a revised
sexual misconduct policy which
will be implemented next year.
For the upcoming year, I want
Kenyon to be signed on with the
Fair Labor Association and the

I'm not going to tell you
my priorities because you're
not voting for my opinion on
campus issues, you are voting
for me to represent your opinions.
I'll be able to best represent the sophomore class'
interests in an unbiased manner through my dedication to
hearing all sides to every issue.
I will be able to do so through
my approachability and my eagerness to meet more members
of the Class of 2007.
Although I have not yet
been a member of Campus
Senate, my involvement in
other organizations such as
Social Board and the Business
and Finance Committee have
given me a broad perspective
of some of the
needs of the student
body. Thank you for your
consideration.

If

Hayes Wong

Grace Twesigye

Candidate declined to post
a statement.

Candidate declined to post
a statement.

Senior Class Rep. to Campus Senate

re-elec- ted

Worker's Rights Consortium,
which will ensure that Kenyon

Steven Snodgrass
Having been involved in
a wide array of organizations,
activities and committees in
my time at Kenyon, I feel
that my experience with the

many diverse perspectives
within our class and the student body at large enables me
to most effectively serve as
senior class representative to
Senate. My goals would be to
simply take each issue at hand
and judge how new decisions

policies, or regulations should
be best implemented to serve
the best interest of seniors and
the rest of the student body.
I am currently the Junior
class president and head of the
Junior Class Committee; have
served on our Sophomore Class
Committee, and been a member of the Security and Safety
Committee for two years and
the Housing and Grounds Committee for one year.
1

apparel is made under ethical labor
practices. For next year, division
housing will be the biggest issue for Senate. I will also work
to emphasize the importance of
division housing for Greek organizations. Most importantly, I will
continue to be open to suggestions
concerning changes to our Kenyon
community.

under-represent-

ed

Ben Woodcock
I am running for the position of Chair of the Security
and Safety Committee because
I believe that Kenyon College
needs someone who is willing to listen to their concerns,
questions and problems. Student government is based
able to give the common
student a chance to be heard.
I have not been involved in

on-bein-

student government before;
therefore, I am that common
student.
For three years I have witnessed Kenyon life, and I am
ready to take an active role in
helping campus life thrive. If
Kenyon wants a determined,
enthusiastic and
person as their Security and
Safety Chair, then I am that
person.
open-mind-

ed

Independent Rep. to Campus Senate Junior Class
President

..-

-'

f"
Tristram Warkentin

Andy Vaught

Students Give Us
High Grades

,

w

.......

.

y

said, "When trouble arises
and things look bad, there is
always one individual who
perceives a solution and is
willing to take command.
Very often, that individual
is crazy." My friends, one
would have to be crazy not

think the Senate

I've already done it; toss

I

should push for more
north housing and make
that a top priority. I can't
Professional Packing - Insured Shipping
Computers - Bikes - Artwork
large and fraaile items

PjZltSrlAlU

1558 Coscoton Ave. Mt. Vernon, OH
392-64-

5

Dave Barry once

As independent rep
to the Senate, I intend to
make new housing my top
priority. The problem with
living space for independents isn't so much sophomore division housing but
a lack of suitable, attainable housing in the north
area of campus.

honestly say that

I

see such

difference in independent and Greek interests.
a

New housing would solve
everyone's problems.

As

to vote for Andy Vaught, but
me in the loony bin. If you
elect me, you too can join
me there, and I'll represent
you, no matter how crazy
your ideas, in the highest
of high legislative institutions, the Kenyon College
Senate.

George C. Williams
Candidate declined to post
a statement.
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U.S. must spread its democratic ideals
nature

characteristics of Gambier and Kenyon
Among the many
CoDege is the "Bishop's Eye." When the Church of the Holy Spirit was built
in the mid--1 800s, a new residence for the Episcopal B ishop of Ohio, who lived
in Gambier, was also constructed. His house on Kokosing Drive now among
Gambier's finest private residential houses included a single stained-glas- s
window that peered over the uncluttered forest of the Gambier hillside and
centered directly on the chapel steeple. Thus, the Bishop's Eye would always
see a church amid the tranquility of a college designed to escape the haste of
urban life and instead settle in the rural Midwest
Under the proposals of Kenyon 's new Master Plan for campus redevelopment, however, the Bishop's Eye may see a new vision: nearly 300 cars parked
within the now pristine ravine.
The proposal to built a massive parking lot in the ravine below Ward Street
is characteristic of much of the Master Plan. Architect Graham Gund '63 offers
several wise and beneficial ideas in the Plan, and a reduction of
parking is such an improvement However, some of these otherwise good ideas
are planned in a manner that may damage the character and culture of Gambier
and Kenyon.
Concerning student housing, for example, Gund wisely recommends
increasing the number of apartments and suites and constructing residences in
downtown Gambier. Likewise, his proposal to olfer housing for visiting faculty
and to return the current Career Development Center and Snowden Center to
private residences are commendable.
However, the sheer magnitude of these housing initiatives is worrisome.
Gambier is a typical small Ohioan town of small houses and big backyards, but
the density of proposed downtown housing two new buildings are planned
on what is currently the beautiful lawn of Treleaven House and the size of
the proposed townhouse apartments two stories with additional rooms in the
dormer area tend to more closely resemble a New England suburb. Perhaps
this should not be surprising, as many of the photographs Gund presented as inhome.
fluences for this housing are of neighborhoods around his Boston-are- a
The proposed "West Quad" also mixes wise ideas with some unwise
consequences. It is indeed true that the Admissions Department needs more
space, and that downtown Gambier could utilize the space currently occupied
by administrative offices in a better manner. While the proposed administrate
building is therefore important it also includes one unfortunate consequence:
the president's office will no longer be at the center of campus. Moving this
office away from Middle Path may risk separating the president from the center
wn

center-camp-

us

of campus events.
Lastly but perhaps most importantly, these beneficial improvements to
Kenyon 's campus will, if implemented, carry a financial cost Kenyon has, for
the most part, avoided the dangerous trend that seeks an improved image simply
through aesthetic changes. The College must continue to focus intently upon
what people do in its buildings and be willing and able to spend the money
necessary to support such programs.
These concerns about the Master Plan all share a similar quality they
focus on those areas in which Kenyon differs from much of academia This
difference a small Midwestern college amid the company of more "cosmopolitan" New England institutions must be celebrated. Many of the Master
Plan's ideas offer ways to improve this character, one can hope that the projects
coming out of the Plan will embrace it as well.

Office: Chase Tower at the top of Peirce Hall's main stairway
Mailing address: The Kenyon Collegian, P.O. Box 832, Gambier, OH 43022.
Business address: P.O. Box 832, Gambier, OH 43022
address: collegiani&kenyon.edu
WWW address: collegian.kenyon.edu
9
Facsimile: (740)
Telephone number. (740)
The opinion page is a space for members of the community to discuss issues relevant to
the campus and the world at large. The opinions expressed on this page belong only to the
writer. Columns and letters to the editors do not reflect the opinions of the Kenyon Collegian
staff. All members of the community are welcome to express opinions through a letter to the
editors. The Kenyon Collegian reserves the right to edit all letters submitted for length and.
clarity. The Collegian cannot accept anonymous or pseudonymous letters. Letters must be
signed by individuals, not organizations, and must be 200 words or less. Letters must also
be received no later than the Tuesday prior to publication. The Kenyon Collegian prints as
many letters as possible each week subject to space, interest and appropriateness. Members
of the editorial board reserve the right to reject any submission. The views expressed in the
paper do not necessarily reflect the views of Kenyon College.
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silenced over the past year. In April
2003 an Iraqi court charged
with permitting the murder of
a moderate cleric who
was backed by coalition forces. Khoei
was brutally hacked to death. When the
American military finally attempted
to shut down
movement
the cleric made his bid to consolidate
power over the Shiites when he ordered
his followers to launch an open revolt
against coalition forces. The coalition
once again finds itself locked in a terrible contest against another would-b- e
dictator.
It's depressing to watch ignorant
thugs such as
rise out of the
ruins of one totalitarian state and use
the same methods of terror to weaken
the foundations of democracy. The rising death toll of American soldiers can
easily convince people that the fight for
democracy in this part of the world will
be difficult if not impossible to win.
As long as countries such as Iraq and
Afghanistan remain steeped in tribalism, ethnic hatred and religious fundamentalism, what's the point of getting
involved?
This kind of rximism has seeped
into American culture and politics during the past year, and it poses a serious
threat to how we see ourselves in the
world. The Bush administration constantly reminds us that Americans face
the threat of Islamic terrorists launching
a nuclear or biological attack
People who defend the Bush doctrine argue that military intervention in
the Middle East is necessary because
despotisms have the resources to build
these weapons while terrorist organizations are willing to purchase and use.
It's a classic argument that we've heard
for the past year, and it's the argument
that opponents of the Bush administration love to tear apart
These critics fail to understand
crucial
one
point The American miliHussein because he
did
not
depose
tary
posed an imminent threat to American
security. Americans continue to fisht
al-Sa-

dr

Abdul-Majid-Kho-

Last April, I remember watching
the collapse of Saddam Hussein's
The memories are still fresh
in my mind. Iraqi citizens breaking
apart the Stalinist busts of Hussein.
Thousands of Shiite pilgrims expressing their faith within the Imam Hussein holy shrine in Karbala for the first
time in decades. Children riding bikes
around coalition tanks and waving
victory signs in the streets of Baghdad.
Iraqis from all walks of life celebrating
a feeling of renewal after stepping out
of the shadow of the Ba'ath Party. I
knew these moments wouldn't last
forever, even though I wished they
would.
di-cators-

hip.

Now, more than a year has
passed since Hussein's regime lost
control of Iraq, and we face a new
monster threatening to crush the ideas
I can't think of any other
way to describe the young Shiite cleric
who is responsible
Muqtada
for initiating the bloody uprising in
militia, known as
Fallujah.
the Mahdi Army, quickly took control
of Shiite neighborhoods on the east side
of the capital shortly after the coalition's
victory in Baghdad The Madhi Army
has been doling out food supplies to
desperate Shiites living in Baghdad's
slums and reopening fundamentalist
Islamic schools.
To many Shiites living in Iraq's
's
chaotic postwar environment
leadership might seem appealing. For
decades, the large Shiite community
in Iraq has been waiting to assume a
place in handling political affairs. But
unlike Shiite clerics who have taken a
nonviolent stance towards the coalition
occupation,
preaches violence
as the only means to force American
troops out of Iraq. He envisions himself
as the ruler of a fundamentalist Iraqi '
state and won't be satisfied until this

of freedom.

al-Sa- dr,

Al-Sad-

r's

al-Sa-

al-Sa-

dr

dr

happens.
Opponents of

al-Sa-

dr

I hi

have been

al-Sad-

al-Sa-

ei,

r's

dr

and die in the Middle East for the
sake of spreading freedom to people
who have never experienced the joy
of being free. It is incredibly easy to
make the argument that dictators such
as Hussein pose no serious threat to our
survival as a nation.
It's true that the recent uprisings
in Iraq have been incited because
some radical Shiites and Sunnis hate
the concept of Iraq being occupied by a
foreign coalitioa But think about what
is implied when these arguments are
made. These criticisms suggest that
Americans should keep their ideals of
democracy, of freedom, to themselves
rather than make the effort to spread
those ideals to others. Our country was
not founded on the principle that only
Americans should live under a democratic government
If Americans claim to believe in
the idea that all people have the right
to independence, then we must be
willing to do everything in our power
to protect that idea. The critics are
right the fighting in the Middle East
against men like Saddam Hussein and
is not entirely based
Muqtada
upon protecting our national security.
But they are wrong to assert that
American intervention in the Middle
East is unjust If we believe that men
such as
and Hussein will althe
efforts to establish
destroy
ways
democracy in countries such as Iraq,
then what does that say about us?
Thomas Jefferson wrote in the
Declaration of Independence, "With
a firm reliance on the protection of divine Providence, we mutually pledge
to each other our lives, our fortunes and
our sacred honor."
That sentence set off the most
noble political revolution of all time.
It showed the world that Americans
were willing to risk everything for the
sake of freedom. We remembered what
powerful, wonderful things American
democracy could do last April. It will
be the greatest tragedy of all time if we
decide to forciet
al-Sa-

al-Sa-
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Student government should hold its proceedings in the 'sunshine'
strates that these expectations may

BY ROBBIE KETCHAM
Editor-in-Chi-

be in vain.

ef

"The First Amendment has a
structural role to play in securing
and fostering our republican system
of
wrote Supreme
Court Justice John Paul Stevens in
1980. "Implicit in this structural
role is not only the principle that
debate on public issues should be
uninhibited, robust and wide-opebut also the antecedent assumption
that valuable public debate as
well as other civic behavior must
be informed"
While Stevens' decision related
to open courts, this sentiment holds
true today in most federal, state and
local governments as sunshine laws
mandate that meetings and records
are inherently open unless explicitly
excepted by law. In an academic and
intellectual community such as Kenyon College, where the freedom to
self-governme- nt,"

n,

debate and exchange ideas is so often

held sacrosanct, one would expect
the same philosophy. Unfortunately,

an incident last weekend demon

Last Sunday, the president
of Student Council requested that
Collegian's reporter leave the
meeting at which Council voted to
allocate funds to Kenyon's student
organizations
funds which Kenyon
parents are required to pay as part of
the College's tuition and fees.

Although the reporter, before
leaving the meeting, asked the
president to contact the Collegian
concerning the matter, and despite
sent to both the current
two
and future Council presidents, there
has been no response from Council
concerning this action.
In the meeting, Council president, who has often in the past
demonstrated a respectable commitment to proper government procedurejustified this act by saying
that Council's allocation meetings
have always been closed.
While this has been the case, it
has not always been true. In 2002,
the Collegian published a lengthy
article covering the allocation meet
e-m- ails

inga meeting to which the newspaper was admitted. Likewise, the
Collegian has held access to, and
reported on, supplemental budget
decisions throughout this year.
These may not demonstrate
a lengthy history of access, but
they are individual instances that
should prove the proverbial rule
of government
even student
government in the sunshine.
Even if the president's argument was true and the newspaper
was never admitted into this meeting, however, precedent does not
prove legitimacy. A government
of the people, whether in a college
or in a nation, must operate under
the watchful eyes of the people.
Without public knowledge, there
can be no public involvement.
Without public involvement, there
can be- no truly liberal democratic
government. This is the lesson
Kenyon's Student Council should
learn.
Council may argue, citing
precedent, that only its allocation
meeting is conducted behind closed
-

doors, while all other proceedings
are presumptively open.
However, the allocation meetings, above all, should be open.
Council does not spend its own
money, but that of students and
students' families. It does not distribute this money simply among its
own committees, but among organizations operated by students and
serving students
organizations for
which these funds are often vital.
Students and their families,
.therefore, have a valid right to
know how that money is spent.
Why did Beer & Sex, according to
the newly released organization ac- counts, receive $350 for condoms,
while ALSO received no money to
facilitate volunteer work? Considering the responsible leadership of
this year's student government, it is
likely that all allocations are reasonablebut without knowledge of
Council's allocation proceedings,
one cannot know. '
Council may argue that it is
not a civil government and therefore does not have to adhere to the

sunshine principles of civil government. While this is true and
accurately used by several Kenyon
bodiessuch as Judicial Board and
Campus Senate it is an excuse
for exclusion, not a justification.
For Kenyon students and on the
Kenyon campus, Student Council
is effectively a form of government
- if it were anything less, the Collegian would likely not seek to cover
pseudo-government-

al

it.

Therefore, Kenyon students
should expect and demand that
their government discuss and vote
in the sunshine.
This incident is, to be sure, one
blemish on a generally positive relationship between the press and
student government. However, it is
a blemish that could easily darken
that government's duty both to the
press and to its constituency.
One can only hope that, next
year, Council will recognize and
embrace the public discussion and
debate that can only exist when the
public is informed.

Master Plan, Kenyon need to consider environmental concerns
BY JESSE LASKY

Guest Columnist

On Tuesday, Graham Gund

presented the Campus Master
Plan, described by Provost Greg
Spaid as a "coherent vision of
the future and of future changes
to the community." In the March
1 issue of Fortnightly, Kenyon
listed the important features of
the Master Plan.

Notably absent from the
Fortnightly article and the
presentation wefe concerns regarding the energy and waste
efficiency of Kenyon buildings
and grounds, and the environmental soundness of our building practices. The presentation
emphasized the creation of open

green spaces and the reduction
of car traffic in Gambier. Both of
these objectives are valuable in
creating the appearance of a more
natural setting here at Kenyon,
and the reduction of car use is an
important environmental goal.
While Spaid noted that many
studies have been and will continue to be conducted on issues
important to the Master Plan,
aesthetics, housing and signage,
he neglected to mention considerations of energy efficient living
in both current and future Kenyon
buildings.
Many students have made
considerable efforts to promote
environmentally friendly building practices and support construction of buildings designed

to conserve energy and water
and minimize waste, and I am
deeply concerned that such efforts are being ignored.

Such concerns were not
addressed in the Master Plan,
at least as the Plan has been
discussed or emphasized. I believe that Kenyon, rather than
ignore environmental living issues, should become a leader in
the movement to conserve our
dwindling natural resources.
In September, students
presented a petition to President S. Georgia Nugent signed
by 1,310 students, stating, "I
encourage Kenyon College to
consider matters of energy efficiency and technologies which
harness renewable energy sources

when designing new building on
campus."
At that time, during Gund's
visit in preparation of the Master
Plan, dozens of students camped
out on the Ransom lawn in support of the same campaign.
Clearly, an overwhelming

majority of Kenyon students
feel that future development of
Kenyon should be conducted
in a manner that minimizes our

negative impacts to our natural
environment.
The Kenyon administration
claims that the Master Plan was
created to address the issues important to students and community members. If so, the Master
Plan should place emphasis on
environmentally friendly living.

I

believe that President

Nugent, the administration and
trustees should show leadership on these issues, acting in
a manner that demonstrates that
we thoroughly appreciate the
problems associated with waste
and consumption and that we are
actively trying to corribat these
problems.

Ignorance of these issues
to Kenyon and
Gambier, to society at large and
to our future.
is irresponsible

The Campus Master Plan
should, among its other major
points, emphasize energy efficient
buildings as a means of creating
a more harmonious relationship
between the Kenyon community
and our natural environment.

Voting in Ohio? It may make more difference than you think
BY KRIS LOFGREN

Staff Columnist

In the 36 days after Election Day in 2000, dramatic court
events in Florida determined the
American presidency. The contest
between Al Gore and George W.
Bush had boiled down to a few
hundred ballots, many of which
were plagued with irregularities
that would leave the outcome
dependent on the views of the

United States Supreme Court.
Each candidate needed Florida's
25 electoral votes to reach the
magical number of 271. Florida
had become the tipping point for
both candidates in their bid for the
White House.
In 2004, another state could
well be even more important
to either candidate's success:
our very own Ohio. Ohio may
state
well be 2004's Florida-t- he
whose whims will establish the
direction of America for the next

four years.
For evidence of this, we need
only look back at the 2000 results.
A month before Election Day, the
Gore campaign largely abandoned
Ohio because of poll numbers that
suggested Bush would carry the
state by 10. Instead, on election night the Gore campaign
was kicking itself for not devoting more resources to Ohio; the
state had not been a Bush blowout,
but rather a narrow 3 margin-of- victory squeaker for the Texas
governor. The vice president had
surrendered Ohio's 21 electoral
votes, and, as a result, George W.
Bush was inaugurated.
In 2004, it is clear that Ohio
will again be an incredibly close
race. Early polls from the Columbus Dispatch and the University of
Cincinnati show Bush and Kerry
statistically tied. Ohio may be
a particularly apt barometer of
America's ills in 2004 and how
voters respond to any proposed

solutions.

Ohio voters also have an
almost freakish tendency to be
on the winning side of any presidential race. Ohio has voted for
the winner in every presidential
election since 1964. Ohio has
sided with the national winner
in 32 of the 36 presidential races
since 1860. But perhaps the most
decisive point of trivia is this:
No Republican has ever won the
presidency without currying the
favor of Ohio's bellwether voters.
It is this last point that should
worry President Bush the most,
especially considering that his
approval rating has dropped from
a year ago to a
a healthy 76
meager 46 today.
While the war in Iraq will
likely play heavily in the minds
of many voters, Ohioans may find
the economy to be a much more
pressing concern. More than a
quarter of a million jobs have

been lost in Ohio since Bush took
office, the most of any swing state.
The unemployment rate in Ohio
has jumped from 3.9 in January
2001 to 5.7 today. While a 5.7
unemployment rate is actually still
quite normal, the unemployed
Youngstown steelworker may
not be as giddy about outsourcing as this year's commencement
speaker, Treasury Secretary John
Snow, and others in the Bush administration have been.
Most likely, though, manufacturing unemployment is not the
issue that is pressing the Kenyon
student to vote in 2004. Perhaps
it is the environment, the issue of
gay marriage or the war in Iraq.
But regardless of what may be
your issue of concern, the history
of Ohio voting behavior and early
polling indicates that it may well be
your vote that could tip the scales
for or against Bush in November.
If you have not done so already, consider registering to vote

in Knox County. If you are from
one of the 30 states that will likely
be won by either Bush or Kerry
by more than a 5 margin, you
would be especially wise to take a
more active role in the presidential
election by casting your vote in
Ohio rather than in states such as
Maryland, Illinois or Texas.
Changing your voter registration status is quite easy, and Ohio
has relatively simple voter registration requirements. As long as
you have an address and a Social
Security number, you can register
to vote in Ohio up to days before
the Nov. 2 general election.
By moving your vote from a
state that will be largely uncontested, such as Connecticut, to
Ohio, possibly the most important
state come this November, your
vote will be felt in a much more
tangible way. No matter who will
ultimately get your vote, the best
way to make it truly count will be
by acting in Ohio.
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Truth is stranger than fiction at the Black Box
BY

JOHNNY SADOFF
Staff Writer

"It's hard to be strangers when
you know how someone looks
every morning," writes Barbara
Lhota in her play, Strangers. The
new play, not yet performed on
Broadway, will hit the Black
Box Theatre this Friday at 8 p.m.
Sponsored by GREAT (Gambier
Repertoire Ensemble and Actor's
Theatre), the play hopes to attract a
wide range of audience members.
Strangers mixes fiction and
reality into a one-aplay that according to director Caitlin Cody
'05, "centers on a married couple,
Maddie, a copy editor played by
Katie Weiss '05, and Madison,
a security guard, played by Bob
Proctor '07, who try to solve their
marital problems by meeting as
strangers in a train station. Both of
the characters are in their thirties,
hitting dead ends in their careers
and frustrated with their marriage
and themselves. They use their
pretend game both to escape reality and to find a way to deal with
it."
ct

Cody calls Strangers "a
fascinating play. Barbara Lhota
has written two very complex
and interesting characters, whom
everyone can understand and relate to and who can move the plot

along with their quirks and hangups. When I read the play for the
first time, I could see it clearly in
my mind. I knew right after that
first read that I had to direct it."
The play was a joy to direct,
says Cody. "The cast and crew
have been amazing, and every
rehearsal has been fun. This is
the first play that I have directed
since high school, and it has been
an amazing experience. I learn
something new every rehearsal.
We've done a lot of work and.
we've gotten a lot accomplished,
now we're just waiting for an audi- ence."
Equally impressed and enthusiastic by the complexity of
the play is Weiss. "It's a short
play about 35 minutes too short
to be a senior thesis, let alone a
main stage production," she says.
"But the characters are amazing.
It's absolutely astonishing how
much playwright Barbara Lhota
is able to cover and convey in
such a short amount of time. I
feel like by the end of the play,
you really have a sense of what
these people are going through.
There's a definite character arc in
this play, and Madison and Mad-di- e
really seem to convey their
own personalities, backstories,
emotions and psychologies during the piece."

TED HORNICK

spreading

StaffWriter

William David "Charlie"
Chin is a talented musician and
definitely a Renaissance man.
In addition to his work with
such groups as Buffalo Springfield and Cat Mother and the
All Night Newsboys, Chin has
written books and performed in
plays. This Saturday,
students will have the chance
to see this entertainment force
perform in Higley Hall.
one-ma- n

Chin's musical history
begins in Greenwich Village in
the early 1960s. Chin traveled
to New York City to become
a part of the blossoming folk
music scene. Once he became
a familiar face at several music
festivals, he decided to focus his
talents on
Traveling with several
bands across the United States
and Canada, Chin founded Cat
Mother and the All Night Newsboys and in 1969 the group
signed with Polydor Records
to release their feature-lengtdebut, The Street Givelh and
the Street Taketh Away. The
album was produced by none
other than Jimi Hendrix.
In the face of the group's
success, Chin decided to refo-cu- s
himself on
activism. He spent the 1970s
rock-and-ro-

ll.

h

Asian-Americ-

touring the United States and

an

Asian-America-

n

songs on the label Paredon. It
was also in this period that he
contributed writings to the first
collection of Asian American
songs, art and poetry held on the

east coast: the

Yellow

Pearl.

The 1970s also brought an
interest for Chin that would last
through today: his study of traditional Chinese music. He has
performed with both the New
York Chinese Music Ensemble
and Soh Daiko, a Japanese folk
Taiko drumming group operating out of New York.

Chin continued with this
into the '80s, releasing the album Back to Back with previous

collaborator Chris Iijima. This
record continued Chin's exn
ploration of
music.
Chin's theatrical work has
been displayed not only in
New York City but in Boston
and San Francisco as well.- His
plays include A. B.C., American
Born Chinese and Sex, Love and
Marriage.
In 1989, the Smithsonian
Institute gave Chin the Community Folklore Scholar Certificate to acknowledge his work in
studies, and he
is routinely consulted for information on the Asian American
population. Libraries, schools
Asian-America-
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Asian-America-
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Kevin Guckes

Katie Weiss and Bob Proctor star in GREAT's production of the Strangers.

Although the play is only
around 30 minutes, the issues
the play addresses in such a condensed amount of time impresses
Weiss. "I feel real sympathy for
these characters," she says, "I
hope it translates to the audience.
It's the story of dealing with loss
in a very human way through
denial and distance, trying to
heal by hurting those around

Talented writer, musician Chin
performs Saturday at Kenyon
BY

i. ,T'--

'

including the
and museums
National Portrait Gallery and
the American Museum of Natural History have exhibited his
folktale presentations.
Charlie Chin is also an accomplished author. His works
include Hua Mu Lan, China's
Bravest Girl, a poetic retelling
of the story of the Chinese heroine Mulan (perhaps best known
as the title character in a 1998
Disney movie), and Clever
Bird.
In the 1990s, Chin and his

family moved to California,
where he continued his diverse
artistic expression. In 1992, he
founded the San Mateo Taiko
Workshop, a group combing

Japanese "peasant theater"
with Japanese flute and
styles.
Most recently, Chin began
telling a series of folktales as
part of his "Jataka Puppet Theater" series throughout the San
Francisco Bay Area. This series
folk-drummi-

ng

uses European and Asian puppet
traditions to illustrate "teaching
tales" given by the Sakkya Bud-dhto his supporters roughly
2,500 years ago.
As Chin's resume shows,
he is a prolific and successful
man. He loves his heritagea and
entertaining as well as combining the two to share his passions
with others.

at

you and the endless blame
game that gets played. But it's
also the story about coming to
terms with reality and the fact
that sometimes to fix the present
and move on to the future, you
do have to confront and even relive your past. It's the belief too
that sometimes the best stories
are actually
ones."
Although the play uses
non-ficti-

on

simple sets and simple costumes,
Weiss says the storyline "gives

more than enough twists and
turns to keep all the audience's
attention. ... Things here aren't
always what they seem to be,
and there's always more than
one version of a backstory, be it
improcomplete
visation or the most real event
of a person's life."
make-believ- e,

Classic Brahms' Requiem featured
in symphony, choir performance
This Sunday, the Music Department will present what many consider the crown jewel of the spring music season at Kenyon. Professor
of Music Benjamin "Doc" Locke will direct the Community Choir
and Knox County Symphony in a production of Brahms' Requiem.
Alumni Sara Beddow '02 and Adam Booth '03 will be the featured
soloists, of the 129 member choir and 47 member symphony.
Brahms wrote his Requiem in German, a significant departure
from the traditional Latin texts. Requiem possesses added charms,
besides the intellectual benefit that may be gained from the historical
and cryptic ramification it is simply beautiful and stunning.

Kentucky sextet Nappy Roots
to headline at Summer Send-O- ff
a day of music like none other, will be a
Summer Send-Of- f,
break from
and frantic cramming. Some of the bands that
will play are The Dead Band, The Public Mode, John Ear, Hospital
Bombers and Rowboat.
While these bands promise to be worth a listen, the headliner
band is a Kentucky sextet by the name of Nappy Roots. These six
young men met at college in Kentucky and formed a band that has
recently broken out onto the national scene. Their music has been
called "one of the better records to emerge from the new wave of
southern rap" and lauded for its "freewheeling party atmosphere"
by the Encyclopedia of Popular Music.
Caiti Lundberg
all-night-

ers

Meridian Marketplace
is dedicated to offering unique and memorable items
from around the world. We support the aspirations of
entrepreneurs and small businesses located in regions

of conflict or in developing economies.
Please visit our web site at:

www.meridianmarketplace.com
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Punk rock filled with anti - Bush sentiment
BY DAN ALPER

tion is left in power. Canadians
Sum 41 declare that Bush is
a "Moron"
some would argue that more aptly describes

Music Critic

Punk rockers have always
aspired to be socially conscious
and politically active, attempting to rally their fans to come
together for a cause and to affect
change. In the late '70s, the Sex
Pistols sarcastically declared
"God Save The Queen" and
wished to see "Anarchy." The
'80s featured bands such as the
Dead Kennedys, who channeled
their anger towards the Reagan
administration. In the middle to
late '90s, hardcore developed
a radical branch of activist
groups, highlighted by the brutal Earth Crisis, who titled their
records All Out War and Destroy
The Machines while espousing
a strict adherence to a straight-

edge, vegan lifestyle.
Lately, the term "punk" has
come to mean different things to
different people. It is nearly impossible to classify everyone's
ideas about what is and is not
punk.

Mike Burkett, frontman
of SoCal pop punk luminaries NOFX and founder of Fat
Wreck Chords, aims to follow
in these footsteps and has used
the George W. Bush administration and the upcoming election
as his platform. He has started a

their musical stylings while
Chicago's Alkaline Trio imagines life on the frontlines and
examine deceit in the rousing
"War Brain." On "Revolution,"
Authority Zero urges listeners
to vote and enact revolution
through the use of ballots.
In the midst of all the
anger is
present throughout much of the
compilation. The Get Up Kids
contribute a more subdued
composition in "The Lion and
The Lamb," which represents a
welcome change of pace. While
the song is not a ballad by any
means, it is a breather from all
d
the
madness found
elsewhere. Frontman Matt Prior
takes aim at the war in Iraq, declaring, "I've never been one for
war Sand we're sinking in is
thick as oil Lion and the lamb
Rock on, Rock on Slaughter
the Lion and the Lamb for our
home." With "No W," Ministry
contributes an update on their
classic "N.W.O. (New World
Order)," which sampled the elder Bush's voice. Reprising the
theme, the sequel opens with
the younger Bush intoning,
"We recognize our greatest se
hard-chargin- g,

up-tem-

V
rockmusilcfree.fr

NOFX

is a

band filled with

anti-Bus-

h

rhetoric.

po

three-chor-

nonprofit Web site in an attempt
to get teens to register to vote
and tell them why they should
care about our current administration.
In addition to this spring's
"Rock Against Bush" tour, with
NOFX, Alkaline Trio, Authority Zero and Jello Biafra Barkett
has also released the modestly
priced compilation Rock Against
Bush, Volume One in an attempt
to get the word out. Twenty-seve- n
bands contributed songs, 17
of which were released, consist

ing of a broad variety of the pop
punkemo scene.
None More Black, which
features the former frontman
of the defunct Kid Dynamite
Jason Shevchuk, kick things
off with "Nothing To Do When
You're Locked In A Vacancy."
The song, which features the
guitrademark
tars and hardcore
that fans of Kid DynamiteNMB
have come to expect, describes
what the country would look
like if the Bush administra
hard-chargi-

ng

sing-a-lon-

gs

curity is found in the relentless
pursuit of these
killers. The front of the new
war is here in America. We're
fighting a war against evil."
Not all the songs on this
cold-bloode-

d

compilation are all that interest- ing or original, and not all the
bands on this comp are worth
your time you can keep your

Ataris, Offsprings and New
Found Glorys, thanks. But Rock

Against Bush, Volume One is an
interesting endeavor. Whether
or not you support the stated
mission of the compilation to
vote Bush out of office you
have to commend Fat Mike
for attempting to do his part
to increase voter participation
among a group of people who
are traditionally absent from the
polls on Election Day.
In a time when radio endlessly plays mindless blather
and most musicians appear
concerned only with them- selves, respect must be given
to Fat Mike and the musicians
featured on this compilation for
taking the time to take a stand
on the important issues of our
time. Bush supporters should
respond to the challenge presented by Fat Mike and put out
a compilation defeding on the
other side, thereby engaging in
a musical debate.

13 Going on 30 proves primaily a remake of Big
he'll be cool in fifteen years, but
here his individuality is an em-

BY JESSIE KATZ

Film Critic
I

had not wanted to make

the most obvious comparison
of the year when reviewing this
movie, but why should I be any.
more original than those who are
paid big money to do so and fail,
intentionally and unashamedly?
I'll just get it over with now: 13
Going On 30 is nothing more
rethan a preteen
make of Big.
Of course, this sounds like
a terrible premise, one that we
should resent in our love for that
Penny Marshall gem of 16 years
ago. But it is exactly because Big
had so much imaginative charm
for the kid in all of us that its
imitators can't lose completely.
13 Going On 30 may feel more
like costume jewelry than the
girl-orient-

ed

real thing, but it's still got
enough sparkle to fool you- at
-

least once.
Here we have Jenna Rink,
a typically awkward middle-schoolon the brink of adoles-enc- e
and not looking forward to
it. Abused by the snobby clique
at school and feeling miserable
er

about her slowly developing
body, Jenna turns to magazines
and music videos, as well as her
best friend and neighbor Matt,
for solace. We can watch Matt get
down to Talking Heads and know

barrassment to Jenna whom he
secretly loves, of course. After
her disastrous 13th birthday
party, Jenna makes a wish on
magic dust to be "30, flirty and
thriving," as the magazines put
she wakes up
it, and surprise
exactly that the next morning.
From the very first scene
with the adult Jenna (Jennifer
Garner), we understand that this
film has much less serious intentions than Big, which immediately sent its protagonist alone
in the seedier side of Manhattan
and that's the Manhattan of.the
'80s, remember on his first
night as an adult.
No such sad separation occurs here, as Jenna wakes up in
a swanky uptown apartment with
a fabulous life and career awaiting her. Jenna has
which is not a Big convention,
and has to catch up with herself
and all she has accomplished in
the 17 years since she made that
fateful wish.
And where is Matt in all
of this? Greenwich Village, of
course, and played in adulthood
by Mark Ruffalo, whose talent
lies way beyond this film and
thus elevates the romantic plot
far above where the script was
leading it.
Once she finally tracks him
time-warpe-

d,

down, Jenna learns that she and
Matt have not seen each other
since high school, when she
became the leader of the popular
crowd and they went their separate ways. But now she begins to
see through his eyes the emptiness
of all her ambition and to return
his love, which he buried long ago
and is reluctant to recall.
Director Gary Winick gives
the movie its own flavor by emiconogbracing the
raphy that a teenager in the '80s
couldn't relinquish if they woke
up today. Rick Springfield,
Pat Benetar and a whole lot of
neon transport with Jenna, and
she uses them to reinvent the
cold and miserable adult self
she didn't imagine she would
become.
The movie relies on a par-

side the world of television. Her
Jenna makes a seamless transition from young to old, and it's
difficult while watching this to
remember the deadly composed
agent she plays on Alias, so
gawky and ebullient is she here.

Judy Greer plays the perfect
cynical straight man as Jenna's
conniving best friend, and Ruffalo understatedly portrays the

only realistic adult in the film,
bringing out the nuances of how
a romantic ideal really looks in
the flesh.
Of course, nuance overall is
few arid far between, but considering that our perspective comes
from an eighth grader of the late
1980s, it's a miracle we can see
d
bangs at
through the
all.
Dep-gelle-

pop-cultu- re

.

ticular generation's nostalgia
for Razzles candy and dancing

to "Thriller,"

a

scene

dur-

ing which the theater audience
clapped thunderously. Those too
young to catch such references
will still enjoy plenty of modern ones, like Jenna's frightened

confusion over musical

cell-

phone rings.

These touches, along with
some earnest performances, are
what transcend the nearly predetermined mediocrity of the
film. It's hard to say if Garner
has found a place for herself out

1
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Jennifer Garner stars in 13 Going on 30, a

"girl-orient-

ed

remake of Big"
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NIA sorority celebrates tenth anniversary
BY EMILY KING

StaffWriter

rrTT

.

Between luncheons, slide
shows and cocktail parties, the
sisters of Nu Iota Alpha (NIA)
spent last weekend celebrating
their sorority. The eight current
members and nearly 80 of NIA
alumnae congregated to celebrate
the anniversary. "We had sisters
here from Washington D.C., Atlanta, Boston and Chicago," says
senior member Camille McCaul.
"I'd say the weekend was definitely a success."
The NIA sorority was founded
in 1994 as "an organization targeted towards underrepresented
women at Kenyon." At the time of
its founding, Kenyon had seen an
increase in its minority population.
Yet despite this influx, says current NIA president Elizabeth Raji
'04, "Kenyon was not addressing
the needs of African-America- n
students on campus, and
cially those of African-America- n
women."
With seven fraternities and no
sororities on campus at the time,
the founding sisters of NIA wanted
to create a Greek voice for minority women. "Crozier was there
for women and BSU was there
for minorities, but there wasn't a
group on campus that combined
both," says McCaul. "NIA also
added a Greek dimension." On
these grounds, the Campus Senate approved NIA as a sorority in
1995.
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it is about creating a sisterhood.
We are a group of strong women,
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passionate about common goals
and interests. We see similar
things on campus that need to
be changed. We have an overall
understanding to know what it's
like to be a minority woman on
campus, in Mount Vernon, in the
community."
Despite few
sisters, junior Siobhan Williams
believes the sorority will continue
to thrive. "With only two of us in
the sorority next year," she says, "I
do not think that the image of NIA
will change. There will be fewer
scheduled meetings because Catherine Kelleher '06 and I will be
living together, and you will also
see more of our alums on campus
helping out with events. Our main
goal for next year is to be active
and out there."
The past 10 years have been a
success for the sorority, and the acting president hopes that an equally
influential future awaits. "No matter how things have changed, the
core of NIA that teaches strength in
the face of adversity, determination
and dedication has never changed,"
says Raji. "I cannot wait to see how
future generations of NIA women
will inform the directions and
purpose of our sorority in new
and interesting ways. I can only
hope that we continue to foster our
relationship with Kenyon faculty,
staff, the larger Kenyon community and, most importantly, with
each other."
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Kevin Guckes

Current and past members of the NIA sorority gathered last weekend to celebrate NIA's tenth anniversary.
Since its founding, NIA has
thrived and proved an influential
force on campus and in the community. Organizing an annual
coffeehouse, the sorority donates
the proceeds to various volunteer
organizations. "Last year we gave
the money to the women's shelter
in Mount Vernon," says McCaul.
"We've also sent donations to
S.W.E.A.T., which is an
group in California.
This year, we sent the money to an
organization that helps inner-citunderprivileged young girls."
Off campus, NIA is equally
active. In past Decembers, the
anti-sweatsh-

op

y,

sorority has organized Kwanzaa
parties at Wiggin Street Elementary School. Sisters read African
folktales to the children and teach
the students about the various festivals and celebrations of the
holiday. The sisters
have also volunteered at retirement
homes and Big BrotherBig Sister
weekend retreats. Commenting on
the latter, McCaul says, "we get to
be mentors for young girls. We do
fun things like make-u- p
and arts
and crafts."
Boasting nearly 20 members
in some years, the sorority is now
relatively small with eight active
African-A-

merican

sisters. And with six of these
graduating in May and no current
pledges, there will be only two
NIA sisters next year. McCaul
attributes the diminishing membership of NIA to a campus-wid- e
sentiment against Greek organizations.
"Incoming students just don't
feel the need to be in a specific
group," she says. "They feel like
they can still be good friends with
the girls in the sorority without being their sisters. And they can be
friends with us. But what students
don't realize is that this sorority
is not about creating friendships;

us

Kenyon marches for women
BY SARA KAPLOW

StaffWriter

Last weekend, you may have
seen a caravan of cars packed with
Kenyon students, mostly women,
begin the seven-plu- s
hour trek to
the Washington, D.C., area in order
to attend the March for Women's
Lives. The group joined an estimated 1.15 million demonstrators
on the Mall in downtown D.C. for
the largest ever women's rights
protest in the nation's capital.
"As a student at Kenyon, it is
easy to lose contact with life outside
of Gambier," says Elizabeth Neus-taett'07. "This was a good way of
exposing ourselves to this outside
world."
Some students went because
of deeply held beliefs on the issues. "The right to make informed
decisions concerning our bodies,
including the right to abort," was
the main reason that senior organizer Kate Brown attended.
Others who made the trip expressed their desire to have a new
experience and to do something that
might not be possible after college.
While Kenyon did not involve itself
institutionally, the Crozier Center
paid for gas and students and
alumni provided housing, making
it easy for anyone who wanted to
participate to attend. "I think it's
amazing that Kenyon allows students to go to these things," said
er

senior Kirk Alexander. "I'm glad
that Kenyon encourages this."
Once in D.C, the group split
up, with some enjoying the sites
of the city, others visiting friends
at local universities and others
sampling the area nightlife: The
actual march began at 10 a.m. and
was followed by a rally in front of
the Capitol; there, the group reunited and met up with other Ohio
dwellers, including a number of
Oberlin students. "It was great,"
said Waldman, "because you knew
how many people felt so strongly
to come and march for what they
believe in."
Other issues discussed at the
rally included access to resources
such as family planning centers,
literature and contraceptives. The
event, sponsored by a number
of national organizations including the American Civil Liberties
Union, the Planned Parenthood
Federation, the National Organization for Women and the Feminine
Majority, boasted a large list of
celebrities and politicians, including former Secretary of State Madeleine Albright, senators Barbara
Boxer of California and Hillary
Clinton of New York and entertainment stars Whoopi Goldberg,
Ani DiFranco and Moby.
While a number of groups
protested against the march, those
who were there say these groups
were small. Kenyon students were

impressed by the number of men
at the march. Brown estimates that
"15 of the marchers were men,
grandfathers to
boys.
It was impressive and important."
Many in the group were impressed by the friendly atmosphere
surrounding the event, from the actual march itself to the airport and
subway stations. "Everyone had a
huge smile on their face, recognizing what a historically great day it
had been for women," said freshman Lauren Garvey.
Those who went expressed
their appreciation for the event
and for what Garvey called a
"very positive" experience. Neus-taettsaid the trip "strengthened
legislation
my belief in
. . . and the other causes" supported
by the March. The organizers of the
March also considered the event a
success, as the crowd numbers
greatly surpassed those of a similar
1992 march for women's rights.
After returning to campus,
Garvey echoed a point made in a
speech by Clinton: "We need to get
out there and vote full force. That
is the only way to really effect
change. ... We need to continue
the protest at the voting booths."
Waldman seconded that sentiment
when she said, "It is necessary to
show one's stance on any issue,
especially when united with a million other people who believe in the
same thing."
high-scho-

ol
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IfSummer Send - Off had a mascot,
what would it be and why?
bear, because it
"A Coca-Col- a
used to have Coke in it."
Amy Loria '07

'Drunkey the Clown."
Katy Cbsse '06

pro-choi- ce

"Keggy the Happy Keg and his
sidekick Surly the Hangover."
Table Number Four

P"
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'The Pope with a beer in each hand
and marker all over his face."
Ryan Cates '06

BY ELIZABETH

MOORE
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Rural Life Center forges link with community
Students andfaculty
engage the community and promote local farming through internships and original research

BY BRYAN STOKES II

said. "It creates opportunities for
the community to come together,
such as the Market on the Square
in Mount Vernon."
Barney along with Bierlein and Jesse Lasky '04, two of
the Brown Family Environmental Center's
has

Editorial Assistant

Tucked away on the first
floor of the recently acquired
Treleaven House lies one of
Kenyon's hidden resources. The
Rural Life Center, directed by
Special Assistant to the President Howard Sacks, strives to
link Knox County's agricultural
world to Kenyon, the "Jewel in
the Cornfields."
"The center is very unique,"
said Sacks. "If you Google 'Rural
Life Center,' you won't find another one in the country. I think
what's distinctive about it is the
rural engagement.
"A lot of colleges and universities, particularly in urban settings, do service learning or other
kinds of community learning that
links students to the surrounding
community," continued Sacks. "I
think that's really important here.
Most students come from urban,
metropolitan environments. So
the opportunity to interact with
a rural environment is really a
unique educational opportunity.
We also really integrate that
educational opportunity into the
academic life of the College.
It's not engaging the community
after-hourIt's very much a part
of the papers that you write and
the research that you do."
s.

Educational beginnings
The Rural Life Center began
as the first American Studies
senior seminar, taught by Associate Professor of Sociology
and Legal Studies Ric Sheffield
and Sacks during the 1992-'9- 3
term. The seminar focused on the
African-America- n
experience in
Knox County and Mount Vernon,
ind
primarily involving
terviews and fieldwork as well as
research using various archival
sources.
"The outcome of that was a
traveling museum exhibit that's
now permanently in the Knox
County Historical Society," said
Sacks. "That model of working
with the surrounding community,
defining some need or interest on
the part of that community and
then translating that into some
scholarly or creative project that
can speak to that need, became
the beginning of what came to
be known as the Rural Life Center."
first-han-

Engaging the community
This course led Sacks, a
National Endowment for the
Humanities distinguished teaching professor, to spend the three
years from 1994 to 1997 on the
"Family Farm Project," which
centered upon a year-lon- g
course called "Fieldwork: The
Family Farm." The 12 students
in the course conducted field interviews and research at a variety
of family farms in the area.
"A number of the farmers
enjoyed the interaction with the

i-

i.r

-

!

co-manag- ers

been integral to the Local'
Foods Initiative currently being
tested in Kenyon's dining halls.
According to Sacks, the dining
halls will convert to the fullest
extent possible to local meat and
produce when they open for the
fall semester.
"Our ultimate goal is to integrate local foods into the dining
halls the 'Food for Thought'

J:

project

and into the local
businesses," said Barney. "A

Rural Lite Center

Shoppers appraise locally grown foods at Mount Vernon's Market on the Square,
Kenyon's Rural Life Center helped to found.

students," said Sacks. "They
said the students' questions

Rural Life Center programs,
such as the farm internship or

challenged them to rethink their
farm operations in ways they had
never thought before. And students came to us and said that
they really enjoyed the contact
with the farmers. They both came
to us seeking a more intensive
interaction, so we started a series

the various course offerings
the area of rural studies, continue
to remain involved in the Knox
County community via programs
sponsored by the Rural Life Center. Kirsten Bierlein '04, who
interned at Eric and Kate Helt's
farm, has since participated in the
Local Foods Intiative, "Food for
Thought" and in an independent
y
restudy on
Spragens
lations with John
'04
and Sacks.

of internships."
Although the name of the
project was changed to the Rural
Life Center in order to expand
the focus beyond just the family farm, these internships have
continued to this day. Currently,
they are overseen by Professor

of Religious Studies Miriam
Jordan Professor
of Environmental Science and
Dean-Ottin-

g,

Biology Raymond Heithaus and
Associate Professor of Biology
Siobhan Fennessy. They are a
part of the organic farming independent study, to which Fennessy
is faculty advisor.
"This course is truly innovative, in that we have partnered
with local farmers who are growing foods organically and have a
strong philosophical bent to work
to protect the land and those who
depend on it," said Fennessy.
"Students work with the faculty
in reading and discussion, and
work one afternoon a week on
one of the farms.
"This is truly an amazing
experience for those of us who
haven't worked or lived on
a farm before," she continued.
"We have all learned a tremendous amount, I think. This gives
students a solid sense of place,
an understanding of where they
live and who and what they share
their surroundings with. I have
become an advocate of environmental literacy in this regard. We
are working to make this independent study a more permanent
part of the curriculum. Next year
will be its third year."
Students who take part in

in

college-communit-

"My sophomore

year,

a

friend of mine was working at
a local farm as part of an independent study with Howard
Sacks," said Bierlein. "Through
her, I met and befriended farmersthe Helts and a group of
us from the BFEC were inspired
to really take on this project. I
met Howard, and because he
was going into the administrative world that next year, we
solicited three other wonderful

faculty

Miriam

Dean-Ottin-

g,

Ray Heithaus and Siobhan Fennessy to sponsoradvise a new
farming independent study.
"This program has become
wildly popular and has undergone several changes," Bierlein
continued. "Assistant Professor
of Biology Robert Mauck replaced Ray Heithaus, for one.
We spent a block of five hours
every week working and learning
about farming: business, ecology,
biology, mechanics, sociology,
economics, etc. an unbelievably holistic study and a great
way to connect your classes to
the real world."

College, community together
Experiences such as this
demonstrate the fact that the
Rural Life Center serves its
primary mission outside of its
Treleaven House headquarters.
Through public programs and
outreach, students are connected

a farmer's

market that

with members of the community
and vice versa.
"I think it's important to
say that this isn't just something
that's important for the community," said Sacks. "It is, and the
College has all sorts of resources
that can be directed into the community. But it's also very central
to the educational goals of the

College."
Sacks cited learning and research, engaging differences in
the community and encouraging
citizenship and a sense of place
in the community as some of
the many goals furthered by the
project.
"I think one of the most important things that we can teach
our students here is developing a
sense of place," said Sacks. "We
live in a socially and geographically mobile society. That means
people move an awful lot and
tend to think of their own careers,

'What the Rural Life
Center is trying to
do is foster a sense

of place.'
Howard Sacks
their own interests and those of
their family, but they never really develop that connection to
place. They can walk down the
street and not know the names of
the trees. They don't know how
their community works, politically or ecologically or socially
or culturally or artistically. I
think that's a loss, I think we've
become very isolated. What the
Rural Life Center is trying to do
is foster a sense of place."

Kate Barney '06, whose
independent study with Sacks is
the foundation of the "Food for
Thought" sustainable food program, agreed with" this concept.
"The RLC educates the community about the community," she

sustainable food system which
includes, among other things,
consumers buying locally grown
and raised food is a simple part
of rural life."
The aim of the overall project is to create a sustainable, local foods market in Knox County
in order to allow family farms
to compete with global agribusi- nesses.
"The reason for this project
is that the community, meaning
Knox County has expressed a
strong desire to maintain its rural character," said Sacks. "That
is part of a long range plan that
has been adopted by the county.
They want to maintain the rural
character of this place, and agriculture is central to that."
Projects such as "Food

;

!

for Thought" have also been
augmented by various Rural
Life Center publications and
similar projects. Homegrown: A
guide to local food products in
Knox County, Ohio, published
by the Rural Life Center in

2000, offers

a

comprehensive

directory of farmers throughout
Knox County categorized by
their primary offerings. Sections
ranging from fruits to meats to
specialty products directly connect consumers to fresh foods in
the area, including maps of the
various villages and townships
of the county.

"It's a very ambitious
project, and it's a project that
I hope years from now will impact the local economy to the
tune of millions of dollars," said
Sacks.
Greater than the economic
impact that projects such as this
will have upon Knox County, the
Rural Life Center aims to create
an atmosphere of shared learning between town and gown.
"I have always been inter- ested in rural life and community," said Barney. "I have learned
so much about our surrounding
area in my time working with
the RLC; this has made my life
here at Kenyon so much richer. I
no longer see myself as a student
who solely inhabits the Hill I
see myself as a member of the
larger community."

--
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Lords Baseball splits pair of damp double dips
BY ADAM KOLLIN

Staff Reporter

The baseball Lords split each
doubleheaders
against Oberlin and Case Western
last week, bringing their overall
record to 0 entering the final
week of the season.
In decidedly lousy weather
last Tuesday, the Kenyon bats
had trouble getting warmed up
against their conference foe the
Oberlin Yeomen. In the first
game, the Lords were completely
shut down, held to just two hits
by Oberlin hurler Troy Dewitt in
Kenyon's second shutout of the
year, a 0 loss. "DeWitt did have
good stuff," said head coach Matt
Burdette. "He kept us off balance
with a good mix of breaking balls
and straight stuff."

of two

rain-soak-

6--

ed

back-to-bac-

ut

team-leadin-

6--

The team turned things
around in game two, however,

third-basema-

6--

whose current batting average
is an impressive .369. On the
mound, senior Mike Hamilton got
the win, as he fanned five Oberlin
batters in as many innings, and
senior Chris Lynn pitched the
sixth and seventh innings on the
way to his first save of the year.
The first of Sunday's two

home games against the Case
Spartans was delayed by more

3

7--

12-2-

and slipped away with a 5 win
to secure the series split. Junior
Nick Sussman led the game off
with one of his three doubles on
the day and came around on a
pair of ground balls as the Lords
jumped out to an early lead. Kenyon then rallied for a four-ru- n
fourth inning led by a longball
off the bat of senior Greg Carr,

Sunday's second game
found the Lords and starting
pitcher Adam Selhorst '04
ahead
after five innings,
but the bullpen couldn't hold
the lead and Case took the 6
win. The first two Kenyon
runs came in the fourth, when
sophomores Matt Marcinczyk
k
and Alex Wilson hit
doubles and Shoemaker
followed with a two-oRBI
single. In the fifth, Holsberry
reached on a single and Sussman followed with a double,
one of his four hits in the series
g
that helped raise his
batting average to .469.
"Everywhere he has been
in the lineup this year he has
produced, but it seems like he
has really taken off in the lead-of- f
spot," Burdette said of the
Lords'
"His on
base percentage is approaching
.600, which gives us a tremendous weapon at the top of the
lineup. He has been our offensive MVP in a landslide.."
Marcinczyk drove Holsberry and Sussman in with a
double to the wall, and Blair
followed with a two-ru- n
smash
sign in dead
over the 400-focenterfield, giving the Lords a
three run lead.
qThe Spartan offense proved
too much, however, as it rallied to score four runs off relievers Hamilton and Mike Coe
'06 over the next two innings
in the Lords' loss.
The Lords close out the
season with another double-headat Oberlin today.

Erin Billie Cooper

The Lords won half of two doubleheaders last week.
than an hour, and a mist continued throughout most of the afternoon. On the mound for Kenyon
was Lynn, who battled both the
elements and the Spartans in a
complete-gam- e
effort. Yielding a
single earned run on six hits with
three strikeouts, Lynn tabbed his
sixth victory of the year in the
Lords' 4-- 3 win and pushed his
ERA to 5.30 over 90 innings.
Down 1 in the sixth inning, the Kenyon offense played
some small ball and capitalized
on a pair of Case miscues to
2--

mount a

lead. Brad

two-ru- n

Reynolds reached on an error and
was chased home on a double by
Trey Blair '04, who scored on
a sacrifice by freshman Carlin

Shoemaker. Shoemaker was
safe at first on a second Case
error and came around to score
Kenyon's third run of the inning
after a pair of sacrifices by
sophomores Tyler Kavanaugh
and Zack Burns.
Lynn threw the seventh
and escaped with the win, but
it didn't come easily. The first

out of the inning came on a hot
shot up the middle that deflected off his glove into the tracks
of second baseman Shoemaker,
who made a nice play to record
the
out. The Spartans
e
then made it a one-ru- n
with a double, single,
walk and wild pitch, but the
defense up the middle again
came to the rescue as freshy
man shortstop Brendan
fielded another hard-hball and started a
double play.
1--

4-3

ball-gam-

Hols-berrit

game-endin- g

6-4-

-3

n.

ot

er

Ladies stay stellar at Wooster
Ladies Tennis
ends on high note
WEINSTOCK

BY RYAN

Staff Reporter

JON PRATT
Staff Reporter

BY

On April 23, the Kenyon

Ladies Tennis team shut out
Wooster in the quarterfinal round
of the NCAC tournament. The
Ladies faced Ohio Wesleyan in
the semifinal, but three losses in
doubles matches kept Kenyon
from advancing to the final, so
they competed for third place in
the NCAC against Wittenberg.
The Ladies earned the runner-u- p
prize, but it was more like a 10
pound steak-eatin- g
contest than
a piece of cake.
"Against Wittenberg, playmatch, we
ing the third-plac- e
were down three matches to

one," said head coach Scott
Thielke. "Then, the Ladies began to put it all together and get
their momentum going. We went
on to win the next four matches.
First was junior Stephanie Cohn
with a straight set win at No. 5,
Steph Paras w'ith
then first-yea straight set win at No. 6 and
then the two seniors, Erin Brady
and Claire Larson, clinched their
matches and the win for the
ar

Ladies, while playing the last
matches of their careers."
The scores in the runner-u- p
match were Stephanie Cohn
6-Claire
Steph Paras
and Erin Brady
Larson
0,
Kara Basler and Steph
Paras won No. 2 doubles
Claire Larson, who finished
the season with a 10-- 2 record in
singles matches, spoke of her
6-- 1,

7-- 5,

2;

7-- 5,

6--

6-- 2;

6-- 2;

6-- 4.

8-- 2.

improvement over the course
of her Kenyon tennis career. "I
think the main reason my season
was better than the rest has to do
with the fact that this is my fourth
year," she said. "I became much
more comfortable on the court.
My actual playing style hasn't
changed much, but the coaches
have really helped my mental
game."
"Winning your last match
as a college athlete is a great

achievement," said Thielke.
"Both Erin and Claire did a
wonderful job all weekend and
throughout their careers at
yon."

The Ladies finished
overall and

3--

1

Ken-

9--

in the NCAC.

8

The Kenyon College Ladies
Track team competed last weekend at the Wooster Quad Meet,
featuring teams from Mt. Union,
Otterbein and Oberlin. Unfortunately for the Ladies, who took
finishes, the
several first-plac- e
low-ke- y
meet was'unscored.
"It's too bad the meet was

unscored because Kenyon
definitely stole the show," said
senior captain Maeve Corish.
Sophomore star Katie Walker continues to shine in the long

jump. She won the competition
by more than two feet with a
jump of 17' 7 12 ".
"You just start to expect Katie to win all the time," said
thrower Susan Iskiwitch.
"It's a common occurrence at
every meet."
run,
In the 1,500-metfirst-ye-

ar

er

stellar sophomore Christina
McNamara used a different
strategy than usual to beat the
r
competition. The
showed off
school record-holdher depth by sitting and kicking
5,000-mete-

er

to win in 4:53. McNamara

ran

negative splits, cruising the first
half of the race then switching
gears to break Kate Steklachich
of Mount Union. Senior Erin
Heyward also ended her career
with a bang, finishing seventh
with a time of 5:09.
"There were a bunch of
personal records this weekend,"
said McNamera probably due to

the timing in the season and the
lack of pressure."
In only her second 3,000-metsteeplechase of the season,
sophomore Amy Wilkins dominated the field, winning easily.
In doing so, Wilkins clocked a
personal best of 1 2: 1 1 .
"Amy was quite the stud in the
steeplechase," said McNamara.
Sophomore Katy Cameron
had a busy day at the track. She
finally got her groove back in the
pole vault, finishing third with a
jump of 9'3 34". Cameron also
er

placed third

the
dash with a time of 27.59 and
dash,
second in the
officially crossing the line in
in

100-met-

200-met-

er

er

13.32.
In addition, junior Emily
Roth placed seconnd in the high

jump with a leap of 14'4 12".
"Emily has been working
hard in practice all season, and
it showed at this meet," said
sophomore teammate Kelsey
Rotwein.

Corish stepped up in the
sprints. She placed fourth in the
400-metdash in a time of 1:
er

06.16 and added a fifth place
dash.
effort in the
The only other top five finish belonged to freshman Jenna
100-met-

er

hurdles.
Rose in the 400-metShe faired fourth with a time of
1:14.82.
er

Coach Duane Gomez

ap-

peared happy with the slew of
great performances on Friday.
"It was nice to see Gomez
looking so cheery," said Corish.
"Hopefully he'll be just as radiant after conference."

The Ladies look sharper
than ever going into the Conference meet. A select few athletes
will partake in the Wooster Last
Chance Meet on Friday. The
following weekend, the squad
will travel to Ohio Wesleyan
University for the season's final
test, the NCAC championships.
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Ladies Lax backs into playoffs with pair of losses
The Kenyon College Ladies
Lacrosse team had a pair of tough
games this week. They dropped a
game Sunday to Allegheny College 13-- 9 and then another to
Denison University 15-- 9 on Friday. The two conference losses put
the Ladies at 5 overall and 3
in the conference. Despite losing
the last two conference games of
the season, the Ladies had already
locked a place in the North Coast
Athletic Conference tournament.
The Allegheny Gators played
a physical game against the Ladies
on Sunday.
"Allegheny has really improved over the last few years,"
said Senior Anna Wholey. "But
really came up lacking in the
category Sunday.
While it was a rough game, we
put up a good fight."
The Ladies came out strong
and senior Annie Huntoon scored
less then three minutes in off of
senior Tai Chiappa's assist. Sophomore Kaley Bell added another
goal a minute and a half later to
give the Ladies their biggest lead
of the game.
Allegheny answered with
three goals of their own in three
minutes, taking their first lead
of the contest. Bell and Huntoon
would both score again to regain
the edge, but it would be the last
Kenyon lead of the game.
The Gators were able to put
together a run of three goals to end
7--

'non-viole-

3--

nt'

4
advantage.
The second half was more of
the same. The Ladies would put
together a couple goals, only to be
countered by a Gator run. Kenyon
started to make a run at the end of
the game when Huntoon and Bell
each scored with under a minute
left. But, it was not enough to
secure a victory.
Bell ended the game with four
goals, while Huntoon had three.
Sophomores Wcronika Kowalczyk
and Allie Riordan each scored a
goal, as well. The Gators outshot
the Ladies
with 19 of their
shots coming in the first half.
Junior Maggie Rosen saved 13
of those shots in the goal cage.
Wholey said the "midfield powered through some tough defense
to run the ball down the field, and
defense worked hard to keep their
marks out of the mud pit surrounding the goal."
On Tuesday, the Ladies took
on the Denison University Big Red
in the last regular-seaso- n
game,
thirteen minutes into the first half,
the Ladies were trailing Denison
but Kowalczyk broke onto
the scoreboard for Kenyon with a
goal assisted by first-yeWarren
Brown. Brown then scored her
own goal less then two minutes
later to tie the game up.
The rest of the first half was
very close. However, a three-gorun by Kowalczyk, Lauren Greene
and Bell put the Ladies up 4
before a goal by Denison closed
the halftime gap to a 5 Kenyon
6--

Li
;

,500-met-

1

er

All-Oh- io

more Ryan Weinstock.

Weinstock himself also enrace
tered into the 1,500-metand placed seventh with a time of
4:14.04. Finishing between those
two Lords was another, sophomore
Sean Strader who took fourth place
with a time of 4: 10.69.
Junior captain Tyler Newman joined Emig in the winner's
circle as he won the 3,000-metsteeplechase with a time of 9:
58.62. The time was Newman's
personal best and the first time
he has run the steeplechase in under 10 minutes. He is currently
ranked second in the conference
in the steeplechase.
er

er
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shot on goal.

2-- 0,

ar

al

6--

6--

advantage.
Unfortunately for the Ladies,
Denison came out much stronger
in the second half. They put together three goals in the first 6: 0 of the
half. After goals from Greene and
Bell, Denison went on a five-gostreak that left the Ladies down 1
Bell would score once more, but
two more Denison goals gave the
Big Red a firm lead.
1

al

3-- 8.

BY JAY HELMER

"His race looked effortless

er

Vt.

33-2- 2,

BY LIAM HAGGERTY

Records are made to be broken, and sometimes they are made
to be broken right away. After letting his newly set school record in
the 1
race stand for only
a week, senior Aaron Emig topped
his own mark this past weekend to
establish a new Kenyon record.
Competing in the ,500-metrace at the unscored College
of Wooster Invitational, Emig
placed first overall with a time of
3:58.39. That time edged out the
record-settin- g
time of 3:58.71 that
he ran previously at the
Championships.
"It's just becoming a weekly
ritual for Emig to break the school
record in the 1,500," said sopho-

,,l222k

i

i,
v

-

The Ladies controlled the
draws throughout the game, winning 15 to Denison 's six. However,
the Big Red outshot them 47-2- 9
and picked up 41 groundballs to
Kenyon's 30.

Denison keeper Carolyn
Hicks gave the Ladies a fair
amount of trouble, turning away
19 of their shots.
The Ladies' loss ties them

Emig resets mark Lords Lax drops
Sports Editor

"'

:

!2!

the half with the

Staff Reporter

.-iS!ItV-

BY TAMAR CHALKER

and his workouts have been going
well," said Emig. "He has a shot
at contending for the conference
title."
Sophomore Rich Bartholomew, also competing in the
steeplechase, finished the race in
10:21.23, which gave him a secon-

finish. Another Lord,
sophomore Robbie Moulden, took

d-place

fourth place in the steeplechase with
a time of 10:34.10.
In the sprint events, sopho-

more Zach Rosen had the biggest
day for the Lords, grabbing a pair
finishes in the
of seventh-plac- e
dashes with
200 and
times of 23.82 and 54.03, respec400-met-

er

"I think the performance of
the week goes to Zach Rosen,"
said Emig. "He ran season bests in
the 200 and 400 and looked really
strong. He has the potential to sneak
into finals at Conference and score
some points for us. I'm excited to
see what he can do."
"We've finally been able to
get onto the track for some quality speed work," continued Emig.
"I think that's just now taking effect."

The Lords head back to
Wooster for the "Last Chance"
meet tomorrow afternoon and,
after a week off, they will travel to
Ohio Wesleyan on May 7 for the
y

The Kenyon Lords Lacrosse
team took to the road this week
battling not just opponents Wooster
and Hamilton but inclement weather as well. With two weeks to go in
looked
the season, the Lords (4-to creep closer to .500 as they traveled to Wooster last Wednesday for
a showdown with the NCAC rival
Scots.
The game began as a close-fougbattle, as the Lords allowed
a lone Wooster goal in the first
unquarter. The score remained
til late in the second quarter, when
Wooster's Brendan Hayes scored
at the 1 :36 mark to stake the Scots
to a 0 lead. One minute later,
senior midfielder, Jason McCaw
scored the Lords first goal to bring
The
the game into halftime
Lords came out of the half firing,
as freshman Luke Larsen scored on
an assist from senior Ross Zach-arThe tally evened the score at
two. The game would not stay tied
for long, however, as a barrage of
Wooster shots resulted in three Scot
goals for the period.
In the fourth, the Lords made
a final push to pull even, firing 10
shots on the Wooster goal. Sophomores Adam Kleinman and Sean
O'Neill both hit the back of the
net in the first three minutes of
the period to pull within one at
Wooster responded with five
7)

ht

1-

-0

2--

tively.

two-da-

Managing Editor

NCAC Championship.

2-- 1.

y.

5-- 4.

Mar-tinic-

3,

ce

non-conferen-

Mavec Field. The winner of
that game will face the winner
Denison-Alleghen- y
game
on Saturday.

of the

back-to-bac-

unanswered scores to close out the
game with a final score of 10-- 4.
Zachary called the game, "a
disappointment. They're an up and
coming program, but we should not
have been in the position to lose it
at the end. We did not play up to
our potential."
h
Senior captain Jeremy
agreed, saying, "We were
fighting hard and eliminating the
transition-typ- e
play that they thrive
on. In the fourth quarter we strayed
away from our game play a little,
and Wooster did a good job in capitalizing from our mistakes."
The loss dropped the Lords'
with road
NCAC record to
games at Wittenberg and Denison
still to play. On Saturday, however,
the Lords left Ohio for Clinton,
match
N.Y., and a
against Hamilton College. The
gametime temperature was a mild
51 degrees, but the 20
winds made conditions far
from ideal. Both teams played a
cautious first quarter, each netting
three goals. O'Neill, McCaw and
Zachary were responsible for the
three Lord scores.
In the second quarter, however, Hamilton opened the game
up, scoring eight goals in the period
on 18 shots. The Continentals built
3 lead before
up a commanding
McCaw scored with 1 6 seconds to
Hamilton scored
go to make it 1
just one goal in the third quarter,
1--

for third place in the conference
with Allegheny, but because of
their loss to the Gators, they
are given the fourth seed for the
tournament. This means that they
will take on the number one seed
College of Wooster on Friday at

mile-per-ho-

ur

k

while holding the Lords scoreless.
k
O'Neill scored
in
fourth quarter, and
goals early
Larson scored later for a final score
of 13-The win against the Lords was
Hamilton's fifth straight victory.
Hamilton is third in the
Upstate Collegiate Athletic Association, which includes
St. Lawrence University, the 11th
ranked team in the nation.
Martinich was pleased at the
Lords' performance against such
a powerful team. "I think that the
team was pleased, but what's frustrating is that it was clear we can
play on their level," he said. "In
fact, they are not much of a better
team than us. That has been the situation for most of this year against
many of the teams that we've
played. It's nice to know we are
a strong team, but when we don't
get the wins against good teams, it
is frustrating."
back-to-bac-

7.

very-competiti-

The Lords, now
Wittenberg yesterday.

4-- 9,

traveled to

Mount Vernon Storage
555
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Mount Vernon Ohio 43050
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Ladies headed for playoffs after Schoenhoft's blast
Kenyon Softball defeats the College ofWooster
BY JAMES ROSENBLUM

Back in 1988, the first game

of the World Series between

Said pitcher Sarah Eisner

the Oakland Athletics and Los
Angeles Dodgers ended when
Kirk Gibson homered off Dennis Eckersley in one of the most
dramatic finishes ever in baseball.
On Saturday afternoon against the
College ofWooster, catcher Sarah
Schoenhoft '07 took center stage
to recreate this magical moment.
With the score tied at two in the
bottom of the seventh, Schoenhoft
continued the Ladies' magical
season by tattooing a 1 offering
from Wooster hurler Natalie Bar-on- e
'06, who came into the game
second in the conference with a
1.36 ERA, to give the Ladies a
2
win and a NCAC Tournament
bid.
"It was surreal," said the joyful Schoenhoft of her big blast.
"I was out of the dugout. I
definitely knew it was out," said
center fielder Jenny Glaeser '06,
who also played a big role in the
game by making a terrific run- ning catch in the top of the sixth,
robbing Wooster of two potential
lead at
runs to preserve a one-ru- n

about the nightcap, "This game
was much more like a pitcher's
duel."
For the first half of the game,
it appeared that one run was going
to win the game as both Barone,
who was working her second
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2--

3--
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game of the day, and Eisner

2--

With this win the Ladies
secured an 6 record in the conference. "It's probably the biggest
win in the history in the program"
said head coach Joanne Ferguson
"Our fate was in our own hands,
and we had to win the game to get
in."
situation was
The must-wi- n
set up due to game one, in which
Wooster came out needing a win
to have a chance at the playoffs.
Down
thanks to an RBI double off the bat of Dana Halicki
'05, the Scots got a pair of clutch
hits. With one out in the top of
the fourth and the bases packed,
Lauren Schreur '07 connected on
a fastball from Ashley Morrison
'07. The hit went for two bases
and two runs, and the Scots took
a 1 lead. The lead would be
padded in the top of the sixth as
junior Kate Henley's RBI single
chased home Natalie Jawyn '07
for a 1 Wooster advantage. That
would be plenty for Barone, who
allowed only four hits and one run
and looked very strong in defeating the Ladies.
The win in the first game

on walkoffhome run, will play Allegheny in the first round

by the Scots set up a matchup in
game two, that would decide who
would go to the playoffs.

Senior Staff Reporter

2-- 1.

3-- 2

--

were extremely stingy with hits.
Through the first three and a half
innings, neither team registered a
hit.
Each team had scoring threats
early. Wooster's came in the top
of the third, when Maria Gonzalez '07 reached on an error and
moved to second on a passed ball.
After a sacrifice put her at third
with only one out, Eisner made
a crucial pitch to Jamie Pocatko
'07. She jammed the slap hitter,
forcing a weak grounder back to
the mound on a squeeze play.
Gonzalez was out at home and
the threat went by the boards.
Kenyon got its first threat
in the bottom of the fourth, after
singles by Halicki and Morrison
put two runners on with only
one out. Barone responded to the
challenge, inducing Glaeser to pop
out to short left field and getting
Megan Sheasby '06 to ground to
second, ending the threat.
In the top of the fifth, Wooster
drew first blood against Eisner on
a pair of extra-bas- e
hits. After a
double by Lindsey Easthon '07
leading off the inning, Gonzalez
stepped up two batters later and
drilled an Eisner offering out of

Glaeser's reach. The hit went
for a triple, and the Scots were
up
Despite the threat, Eisner proceeded to force a pair of
weak grounders on the next two
hitters, stranding the second of
three runners that would make it
to third base. "Sarah's big thing is
placement. She gets it really well
on the corners" said Schoenhoft of
her batterymate. "Sarah pitched
really well on Saturday. She was
hitting her spots."
The Ladies roared back with
another scoring threat in the bottom of the inning. Singles by
Schoenhoft and Alison Diegel
'05 and two sacrifices put runners
on second and third with two outs,
bringing Halicki back to the plate
1--

0.
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Kevin Guckes

The Ladiers are perfecting their field ing tor trie upcoming postseason.
with another RBI opportunity.
With a base open and Annie
Brobst '07, who had been having
a tough time against the Wooster
hurler, on deck, Barone decided to
pitch Halicki. This decision would
backfire on the seventh pitch of the
at-ba-

t.

"The first 2 pitch was on the
outside corner and was fouled off,"
said Halicki "The next one was on
the inside corner and I got it."
The ball hit halfway up the
wall in right-centand chased
home both pinch runner Audrey
Eisenberg '07 and Diegel to give
the Ladies their first lead at
"It felt really good" added
run
Halicki about the two-ru- n
double. "It was right on the sweet
spot."
"Dana did a great job of staying on top of the ball and jacked
it to the fence," said Ferguson.
The Scots mounted a mini
rally in the top of the sixth, putting runners on the corners with
two outs. It seemed like the Scots
had the momentum again, but the
Ladies snatched it away, as Eisner benefited from some terrific
defense courtesy of Glaeser. On
a
pitch, Easthon connected on
an Eisner fastball and sent a slicing line drive into the right-centfield gap. Racing after it and battling some intense sun, Glaeser
made a terrific
grab.
"It wasn't anything special"
remarked Glaeser about the catch
3--

er
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"It was just something

I

had to

do".

Added Ferguson, "I know
Jenny's range, and she had an
opportunity to catch it. She did
everything textbook." The catch
saved two runs and maintained
the Ladies' slim lead.
Entering the top of the seventh, the Scots still needed a run,
as the Ladies were up
After
a popout, Gonzalez lined a single
to center to start the rally. After
a sacrifice sent her to second,
Pocatko came up as Wooster's
last chance. Sitting without a hit
in six tries, the pesky slap hitter
jumped on an Eisner changeup
and drove it through the middle,
sending Gonzalez home to nod
the score at two.
This set the stage for arguably the most dramatic end to a
home season in Softball history.
After a couple of balls and a
2-- 1.

who finished 7 in conference.
The homerun also capped off
a great pitching performance by
Eisner whose line was very solid:
seven innings pitched, five hits,
two earned runs, one walk and
three strikeouts on 105 pitches.
"She enjoys being challenged,"
said Ferguson about Eisner. "She
had an awesome save against
OWU, and she always likes big
7--

games."
With this win, the Ladies
take an NCAC playoff berth for
the upcoming tournament at Allegheny College starting Friday
afternoon. The Ladies are the
number four seed in the tourney
and will face number one seed
and host Allegheny. The likely
starter for the Gators, Giannina
Coccaro '06, was on the good end
of a 0 shutout the last time the
Ladies saw her. This time, the
Ladies think it will be different,
3--

tough inside corner fastball,

"Allegheny's beatable," said

Schoenhoft stepped into the 1
offering and deposited it over the
fence marking a stunning end to
the game.

Glaeser. "We have to come out
and be aggressive at the plate."
Added Ferguson, "We have
a great opportunity to go there,
and it's anyone's game."

2--

Said Ferguson about the
homerun, "She has the power
to hit a lot of home runs. I saw
her hit it, and I was like 'go, go,

go...'"
The homerun provided a moment that sent all watching into
complete disbelief, as it clinched
a playoff spot for the Ladies and
ended the season for the Scots,

First pitch of the Ladies'
first game is at noon. As Halicki
put it, the Ladies have nothing to
lose. "I think our freshmen and
our sophomores are going to lay
it all out there," she said. "A lot
of people were surprised we got
this far. We're not satisfied with
being only this far."

Lords Tennis captures third straight NCAC Championship
BY

D.D. CARDEN
Staff Reporter

Rarely before

in

sick-nasty- ,"

Kenyon

sports history has Lords Tennis
played at the amazing level of
this season's team, and it is only
going to get better. Last weekend,
the racquet jockeys won their third
straight NCAC conference title at
Oberlin, becoming only the third
Kenyon team in history to win
conference
titles.
back-to-back-to-ba-

ck

"Kenyon tennis is
said loyal tennis fan, junior Harry
with amazeFishleigh, wide-eye- d
ment at Sunday's final match.
On Saturday, the Lords
Then on
clobbered Wabash
4-- 0.

Sunday they defeated Oberlin
as junior
and Wooster

4--

1

4-- 2,

Jonathan Grcenberg clinched the
final match for the title. Junior
Mike Herrick was 0 for both
singles and doubles, and junior
Brian Taubman was 0 in singles
3--

2--

and 0 in doubles for the tournament.
"Though I really didn't help
out," said junior BorkoTcsic, who
lost both his matches against
Oberlin and Wooster but still was
all smiles about the victory. "I feel
confident in my team's performance, and we are about to whoop
some tail at regional nationals at
Kalamazoo next week."
There seems to be nothing
that will stop this team. Already
3--

the freshmen have more than
proven their worth, making up
spades for two abroad
players; juniors Josh Mabra and
Joe Frcemans. Next year, the team
feels that recruiting will yield
another worthy batch of young
racquetcers to help Kenyon take
their fourth straight title.
The ultimate goal for the
team has become winning nationals next year at Kenyon. The
team looks for the gold placard to
in

all-st- ar

be the keystone between the dull,

unvarnished wood of four NCAC
titles.
When asked how he felt the
tennis season was going to pan
out, Taubman responded calmly,
"We are stronger than the football
team, quicker than the lacrosse
team. We have better footwork
than the soccer team, and we are
smarter than the chess team. We
are Lords Tennis; all will bow in
our wake."

